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Service provider guide
Overview
This service provider participation guide outlines the standards and expectations for
service providers that wish to participate in Platte River Power Authority’s Efficiency Works
service provider pool.
The intention of the s er v i c e provider pool is to gather the s er v i c e providers who are interested
in continuing to grow the residential energy efficiency market in northern Colorado and have
demonstrated a record of commitment to that endeavor.
A high level of cooperation and communication is expected of participating service providers.
Benefits of participation may include workforce development opportunities, trainings, and leads
generated through the programs.

Please note: Efficiency Works also provides services for local businesses. Please consult the
program’s website for more information.
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Contact information:
Program administrator/sponsor
Platte River Power Authority
Scott Suddreth
Energy Solutions Supervisor
Platte River Power Authority
2000 East Horsetooth Road
Fort Collins, Colorado 80525-5721
(970) 229-5274 Main
(970) 290-9723 Cell
homes@efficiencyworks.org

Program contact information
Efficiency Works
1-877-981-1888
1-970-229-5650
http://efficiencyworks.org/
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About Efficiency Works Retrofit program
The Efficiency Works Retrofit program (or the “Program”) is a new approach to support
efficiency in Northern Colorado. Developed as a partnership between Platte River Power
Authority and the utilities of its owner municipalities - Estes Park, Fort Collins, Longmont and
Loveland - Efficiency Works unites all five utilities’ efficiency offerings under one program.
The Efficiency Works Retrofit program is intended to
achieve the following goals:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide utility customers with a simple, timely and effective process for making home
improvements that save energy and water, improve comfort, health and safety.
Maintain a high commitment to installation standards based on quality, best
practices and building science.
Provide the customer with accurate, unbiased information to help them select energy
and water improvement measures and assist the customer in choosing service
providers that will best meet their needs and Efficiency Works program standards and
achieves a high rate of project implementation.
Provide utilities with cost effective electricity savings.
Ensure that utility rebate funding is effectively utilized by confirming that service
provider work meets Program standards.
Offer or inform the customer of financing options available from the utility or local
financial institutions, in addition to rebates.

Retrofit program participants receive a home efficiency assessment from a Home Efficiency
Advisor (HEA). The HEA also provides no-cost assistance with:
▪ Understanding and prioritizing energy efficiency upgrades.
▪ Facilitating service provider bidding and assistance with scheduling service providers to
complete energy upgrades.
▪ Partnering with service providers to drive conversions to upgrades.
▪ Promoting and discussing available rebates, financing and other incentives.

Service provider requirements
The following elements are required for all service providers. While only a few of these will be
stored in the Trade Ally Connect (TAC) platform – all of these are to be maintained as we have
the right to request them at any time.
• Service provider Licenses (if applicable)
• EPA Lead-Safe Certification (for Window and Insulation service providers)
• Proof General Liability Insurance with PRPA name (Required in TAC)
•
•
•

Certificate of Good Standing from Colorado Secretary of State
Certificate of Workman’s Comp
Signed Service Provider Agreement (Digital signature required in TAC)
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•
•

Program Orientation (Program Manager or Technical consultant)
Trade Specific Technical training (Program Manager or Technical consultant)

Service provider application and agreement
The first step in the process of joining the Efficiency Works Retrofit program service provider
pool is to setup a profile in our service provider portal (Trade Ally) with the following link:

https://efficiencyworks.force.com/tradeally/s/login/SelfRegister

By entering in the required information, you will basically have a landing page that can display
your company’s website, contact info, services provided, territories covered, etc. The portal will
also present you with our Service Provider Agreement for you to sign.
Once you have completed your profile setup the system will contact our team to let us know that
you are wanting to join the program. At this point – we will reach out to you to discuss your next
steps which are Orientation and Technical training.

Service provider orientation & training
•
•

All service providers entering the service provider pool must attend a 2-hour orientation session
with the program manager or technical consultant.
All service providers must have appropriate team members attend a 2-day Efficiency Works
Retrofit program training with the program Manage or technical consultant.
Exception: Window providers with current AAMA Master's Installation Card are not required
to attend the Efficiency Works Retrofit Program Windows Install class.
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•

Until both requirements are met, no rebates will be available to the service provider and
the service provider’s status will be “Enrolled – Not Selected Tier” and will not be displayed
on the Efficiency Works website.

Once service providers have completed all the enrollment requirements, they can move to the
“Enrolled” status and will be placed in Tier 1.
We expect that all service providers work with us to maintain their status in the program in good
standing.

Service provider status
Within the Efficiency Works Retrofit program, service providers may change statuses depending on
their performance, minimum work requirements, or preference when they are unable to take on
more program leads.
The Service provider statuses are defined here:
Prospect – Service provider has completed a profile in Trade Ally but still needs to complete all
required steps. This status only changes to Onboarding after the program manager has contacted
you to say hello and verify next steps.
Onboarding – Service provider has started the process of getting all the program’s requirements
completed so they can move to ‘Enrolled” status.
Enrolled – Service provider has successfully signed the Service provider agreement and can now
schedule orientation and necessary trainings.
• Not selected tier – Service provider has to complete required class/orientation. No
rebates can be processed by the service provider and the company info is not listed on the
website.
• Tier 1 – Service provider maintains ‘Enrolled’ status and leads are sent to them. Rebates
can be processed, meets minimum work requirement (1 job/month)
o Window service providers get an exception to the Minimum Work Requirement.
They are only required to complete 9 jobs/year to maintain Tier 1 status.
• Tier 2 – Service provider maintains ‘Enrolled’ status and rebates can be processed for
their clients; however, no leads are sent to them. Service providers are set to be Tier 2
when they do not meet the minimum work requirements for Tier 1. Still needs to meet
minimum work requirement for Tier 2 (1 job/quarter).
* See Tiered service provider system section for more details on Tier 1 and Tier 2.
Removed – Service provider was removed from the program through an official letter. The reasons
for removal include not meeting the minimum work requirement, not meeting technical standards,
not meeting professional expectations, or the service provider requesting to be removed.
On-hold – Status requested by service providers when they are busy and cannot take leads;
however, we can approve rebates for those homeowners working with them while they are on-hold
as they are bringing that lead to the program. All paperwork must be current.
Inactive – Service provider paperwork (licenses, certifications, insurance, rebate paperwork) is not
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up to date. Service providers with this status can not apply for rebates in the portal.

Minimum work requirement
To ensure that service providers are staying up to date with new program standards, program
benefits, and requirements, active participation in the program is a requirement. All service
providers must complete at least one job every three months (calculated quarterly) in order to
maintain enrollment in the program.
Exception: Due to the seasonality of windows installs, window service providers will only need to
achieve 8 jobs per year to maintain Tier 1 Status. This basically addresses the four coldest months
of the year when windows are
rarely installed.

Tiered service provider system
Objective
The tiered system drives the identification and promotion of the most effective service providers in
the program who will contribute the most to the success of Efficiency Works Retrofit Program.
Structure
There are two tiers. Those service providers in Tier 1 will receive leads from the EWR program.
Those service providers who are in Tier 2 will not receive leads from the EWR program, but they
will still have access to the rebates.
Tier

# of Jobs per quarter

Access to job leads

1

3

Yes

2

1

No

Tier 1
Tier 1 service providers have proven that they can meet the program expectations and are eligible
for participation in the program and assignment of job leads. Tier 1 will be for those service providers
that can complete at least 1 job per month calculated on a quarterly basis. For example, if after 3
months into the program a service provider has performed at least 3 jobs then Tier 1 status is
maintained. If a service provider does not average 3 jobs, they are moved down to Tier 2. Any Tier
1 status service provider, regardless of their service provider score, may be placed in the Tier 2
status if there is a Work Quality Emergency Failure (the home has been left in a serious health and
safety situation), program fraud is committed, or an egregious customer service situation occurs.
PIVs will also be used to monitor service provider Tier status. If a service provider has repetitive
corrections on multiple PIVs, the program has the right to lower the tier status or remove them from
the program entirely if warranted.
Tier 2
Tier 2 means no leads will be assigned to a service provider. Any new leads will need to be brought
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into the program by the service provider until they achieve Tier 1 Status. To maintain Tier 2 Status
service providers must achieve at least one job every 3 months calculated on a quarterly basis.
After 3 months, service providers having at least 1 job completed will maintain Tier 2 status. Tier 2
service providers unable to complete 1 job in a 3-month period are required to develop an
Improvement Plan for maintaining Tier 2 status and achieving Tier 1 Status with the program. The
service provider is moved to Removed status if the criteria outlined in the improvement plan are not
met within 60 days.
PIVs will be used to monitor tier status. When a Tier 2 service provider has repetitive corrections on
multiple PIV’s the program has the right to remove them from the program entirely. If a service
provider incurs a Work Quality Emergency Failure (the home has been left in a serious health and
safety situation), or program fraud is committed, the Program will conduct additional retroactive
inspections to ascertain whether the issue is isolated or part of a pattern of problems. Patterns of
problems could be grounds for moving a service provider to Removed Status.

Report cards
The scoring system and report cards were introduced in 2016 with the purpose of gathering data
to determine the efficiency and performance of service providers in the program. On a quarterly
basis, service providers receive a report card that reflects relevant data regarding the jobs they
have completed since they joined the program, quality control inspections and rebate application
statuses, among other metrics.
Report cards will continue to be delivered to all service providers on quarterly basis in 2022. The
content of the reports will be YTD for the current year, with the exception of service provider
score. (see Appendix Q – Service provider score card)

Service provider score
The service provider score will provide feedback to the program on service provider strengths and
weaknesses and who is providing the best services. As described in the tier status sections
above, a PIV scoresheet will be used to monitor work quality performance. The scoring system is
a reflection of the quality of work and customer service satisfaction scores.
All service providers in the Program will maintain a running service provider score. This scoring
system evaluates service providers based on:
•

•
•
•

PIV inspection results reported by the technical team
o PIV inspections are scored based on the PIV Scoresheet (Appendix J), which
reflects the Program installation standards and customer satisfaction
Feedback received about service providers by homeowners and advisors
Responsiveness to various requests (bids, invoices & other forms, scheduling visits, etc.)
Quality of required forms – manual j, commissioning sheets, photo docs, etc.

All new service providers will begin with a score of 100 points that will be tracked in our system
and reported to them at the end of each quarter in their report card.
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Under this system, service providers have the ability to improve their overall quality. If the work
requires corrective action, we can provide them with training and guidance to comply with the
program standards. Service providers will be required to maintain a minimum service provider
Score of 70 to remain in good standing in the program. The score does not impact tier status but
will be used as part of the customer facing facets of the program such as the website to allow
companies to differentiate themselves.

Other ways to earn or lose points
Service providers can earn or lose points in other ways.
Insulation & air sealing example:
The Quality Control agent completes a PIV and finds 3 items that are not up to program standards
• No attic card (-1)
• Knee-wall insulation not fully encapsulated (-2)
• Attic insulation not up to the level specified in the invoice/on the attic card (-2)
This would result in the service provider losing 5 points overall.
The service provider can earn points from things such as positive feedback from a customer or a
PIV with no corrections.
Example:
The quality control agent completes a PIV and finds 2 items that are not up to program
standards.
• No Insulation Attic card (-1)
• Knee-wall insulation not fully encapsulated (-2)
• Customer provides positive feedback about the service provider (+5)
This would result in the service provider gaining 2 points overall.
Any change in service provider score will be automatically emailed to the company
contact.
Maximum allowable score is 130 points.

Falling under minimum score
When a service provider’s score gets below 70 points, the participation status will be changed to
“Inactive”. This means that the company will be taken off the website and no leads will be sent
through the program. However, service providers in this position may process rebates for any
existing jobs in-progress unless insurance has lapsed.
In order to bring back an “Inactive” service provider to the “Enrolled” status, an Improvement
Plan is facilitated by the program manager or technical consultant in collaboration with the
impacted company. This plan will have to be completed within 60 days of being issued. We will
work with the service provider to help them complete it successfully. Refer to Appendix L to see
the template for an example of the Improvement Plan. This appendix is a template which may be
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customized according to what the specific service provider will need to return to “Enrolled” status.
Service providers in the ‘Inactive’ status due to falling under minimum score are not subject to
the minimum work requirement while they are inactive.
In some cases, the improvement plan may include QC inspections that must result in no
correction notices in addition to Photo-documentation of completed work. Because leads will not
be sent to Inactive service providers, we will work with leads brought to the program by the
impacted company. For air-sealing and insulation service providers, the improvement plan may
allow several leads to be sent to the company for purposes of completing the plan through
MIV/PIV (Program manager approval required).
Failure to complete the improvement plan with the Efficiency Works Retrofit program will result
in removal from the program and the participation status will be changed to “Removed”.

Suspension from the program (1 year minimum)
Service providers who fail to maintain either Tier 1 Status or Tier 2 Status will be removed from the
pool. Any remaining jobs under contract with the suspended/terminated company shall be
completed by the service provider under the supervision of program management. If a
suspended/terminated service provider wants to re-enter the program, they would need to provide
evidence that the previous problems have been corrected and develop a program approved
Improvement Plan (Appendix L).
The Efficiency Works Retrofit program mentors and trains service providers to promote high
quality work and an excellent customer experience. To protect the reputation of the Program,
suspension can occur based on any occurrences of service providers not meeting the criteria
outlined in this Participant Guide and in the Participation Agreement. Examples include, but
are not limited to the following:
•

Repeated failure to meet program standards.

•

One or more field inspection failures in especially egregious circumstances or if a serious
health/safety issue is created.

•

Repeated customer complaints related to customer service and professionalism.

•

Failure to address homeowner complaints.

•

Failure to respond in a timely manner to requests for information from Homeowners
(2 business days) and Efficiency Works program personnel ( 2 b u s i n e s s d a y s ) .
•

Each service provider shall designate a primary contact for PRPA to reach regarding
homeowner complaints, QC results, and time-sensitive program information.
Someone must be reachable every day at your company.
o

Must have a secondary emergency contact in the event that the primary contact is
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unreachable
o

In the event of a health/safety issue, providers MUST be reachable.

•

Repeated failure to submit paperwork within the time frames outlined in this guide.

•

Repeated failure to meet the bid request response times outlined in this guide.

•

An egregious interaction with a customer or program staff.

Service provider certification & quality control process
Efficiency Works requires that all s e r v i c e providers complete required program trainings and
mentoring sessions. An overview of program mentoring requirements is attached as Appendix G.
Efficiency Works performs Mentoring Improvement Verifications (MIVs) and Post Improvement
Verification (PIVs) inspections on a sampling of all work performed where a rebate application
has been submitted. Service providers are expected to perform work compliant with municipal
building code and the Efficiency Works Retrofit program installation standards. Each service
provider will have a minimum of one MIV session to assess the company’s command of the
Program’s Installation Standards. The program will offer multiple MIVs where service providers
need additional direction and assistance. When corrections are identified, a corrections notice will
be sent to the company contact. The service provider has 5 business days (or at the Homeowner’s
convenience) to remedy any issues that were identified. All corrections shall be recorded with the
appropriate photo documentation that should be submitted to the quality control agent.
Inspection checklists are provided in Appendix J so that you have a list of the things the Program
looks for when we do MIVs and PIVs and job scoring.

Program installation standards
Service providers who wish to participate in the Efficiency Works Retrofit program are expected
to complete all upgrades using the program standards outlined in this guide. The Program has
adopted the Fort Collins Utilities and Loveland Water & Power’s joint Home Efficiency Program
installation standards (the “Program Standards”). The Program standards are attached as
Appendix A Final installation standards.
In addition, all work must be completed to meet all applicable building codes and manufacturer
installation and safety standards. It is the provider’s responsibility to know which version of the
IECC applies to the home they are working on. All required permits for work completed in the
program must be pulled prior to the work being completed.
Where program standards require combustion safety testing, such tests should be performed in
compliance with the process outlined in Appendix B, Combustion safety testing process.
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Combustion safety testing
All trades are required to provide Combustion Safety Testing documentation (Appendix F) for all
jobs in the program. See Appendix B for more details.
(Exception - Window jobs)
Appendix F-WINDOWS-Post imp carbon monoxide and ventilation disclosure 1-15-21
Due to a variety of programmatic issues – windows will no longer require CAZ testing after
installation – assuming that windows were the only measure installed. At the end of the job, the
customer will be given the following liability statement addressing the importance of getting a thirdparty CAZ test to ensure safety.
Older windows can be the cause of comfort problems including cold surfaces and excessive air
leakage. Fixing these air leakage issues can cause a home to become tighter if all or most of the
older windows are replaced with newer ones. A more airtight home could potentially create
difficulties for atmospherically vented HVAC equipment, including water heaters, to vent their
combustion gases outside the home. Atmospherically vented appliances depend on air coming into
the house as fast as it goes out to vent properly. The newer, tighter windows reduce much of the
previous air leakage from occurring, which in some situations can cause the combustion
gases (including Carbon Monoxide, and Nitrogen Oxides which are a lung irritant) to be pulled
back down the HVAC equipment's flues/chimneys and into the home; a situation called back
drafting. A basic combustion safety test (CAZ test) would be the best way to make sure that all of
the equipment is venting properly when windows are replaced. Please consider hiring a service
provider to provide this service. Also, it is important that the home have properly located working
Carbon Monoxide detectors.
Program standards require the commissioning of all combustion furnaces, air conditioners and
heat pumps. Commissioning forms must accompany all rebate applications. Please reference:
•
•
•

Appendix D, Furnace commissioning form (now fillable electronically)
Appendix E, Residential air conditioners and heat pumps commissioning form
(now fillable electronically)
Appendix E2 Ductless Minisplit CX form

The Post-improvement carbon monoxide and ventilation disclosure can be found in Appendix F
(now fillable electronically). This disclosure is required for every job in the program regardless of
whether a CAZ test was required or not.

Program documentation requirements
All trades in the program have their own quality control documentation process to implement in
order to be eligible for rebates. That process is outlined below:
•

HVAC service providers must fill out commissioning forms for furnaces, split system heat
pumps, ductless mini-splits and air conditioners.
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•

Window service providers must take photo documentation of their installs and provide
window specifications to earn the rebate (during install)

•

Insulation and Air Sealing service providers must take photo documentation of each
measure (before and after).

Applying for rebates
Service providers will have two steps to complete the rebate application.
1) Have the customer sign the appropriate documents from the Customer Rebate Folder.
This includes the following documents:
a. Letter from the program manager – this is a letter from the Program Manager
to the customer explaining the purpose of the documentation in the folder.
b. Terms and Conditions – this is our legal document that must be signed for the
customer to claim any rebates.
c. Certificate of Completion – This is a document that is signed by the customer
at the completion of the work. By signing this – the customer agrees that the
work has been completed. This also spells out how much of a rebate the work is
eligible for and who will be receiving the money. The three different parties that
can receive rebates are homeowners, landlords, and service providers.
d. Appendix F – Efficiency Works Retrofit program post-improvement carbon
monoxide and ventilation disclosure - This is required for all homeowners as
it clearly states any possible dangers that might exist from any combustion
appliances such as their hot water heater with regards to carbon monoxide
exposures.
2) The next step involves logging into your TAC portal (Chrome browsers only). Once in
your portal you will click on “My Rebates” on the right side of the screen. This will take
you to your rebates that are already in the system as well as let you enter a new rebate.
Rebate Training Videos
We have created online training videos for all of our trades regarding how to apply for rebates at
the following link
HVAC Rebate Example

https://vimeo.com/581862282
Windows Rebate Example

https://vimeo.com/581865419

Ins & As Rebate Example

https://vimeo.com/581863921

Contractor Takes Rebate Example

https://vimeo.com/581861301
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AC in Cold Weather Rebate Example

https://vimeo.com/581861590

Landlord Gets Check Rebate Example

https://vimeo.com/581866603

Rebate Folder Explained

https://vimeo.com/585118447
HVAC specialty videos – How to use the Flow Plate – How to Measure Static Pressure

https://vimeo.com/album/5061174
Password: HVACROCKS1

It is the service provider’s responsibility to complete the rebate application process within
2 weeks of job completion.
Appendix C - Rebate Checklist – provides a summary of what is needed for each rebate.

For HVAC service providers:
Please remember that if you install a furnace with AC in cold weather - you will need to submit all
the paperwork for the entire system with the exception of the AC commissioning form. You simply
choose “Yes” to the question: “Does the AC need to be commissioned at a later date?” This tells
our team that both the furnace and AC was installed and that you will be following up with the AC
Commissioning form as soon as the weather turns warm again.
Our team will then process the furnace rebate which will kick off an email to the customer and the
service provider explaining what is happening. The email will state that the furnace has been
approved for xx dollars and the AC is Waiting on Commissioning. We then rebuild your AC rebate
in the system so it’s a standalone measure that is ready to submit except the missing AC
commissioning form (Appendix E). This project will be set to the “Waiting on Commissioning”
status so you remember what it actually is in your portal. When you finally get around to
commissioning the AC unit you attach Appendix E and then submit. The online training videos
address this as well.

Rebate guidelines:
Turn your rebate paperwork in ASAP after the work is finished. We have a 14-day grace period
after the work is done before we expect to see your rebate application. However, if you wanted
to be pro-active and help make sure your customer gets their rebate quickly you could attempt to
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turn this info in to us immediately after the work is completed.
Once rebates are received – they are typically processed in a week’s time. If there are any issues
with your application, it will be sent back to you with a message explaining what is wrong for you to
correct. Once a rebate has been approved, an email stating that fact along with how much money
has been earned will be sent to the customer and the service provider for a nice paper trail. This
process should keep the customer informed as to what is happening with their rebate dollars.
Appendix K – Rebate application procedure – has screenshots of rebate application process.
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File naming convention
When sending in rebates please make sure to include the address in the file name. In
addition, please include the type of document that you are attaching. For example, if the
document is a Furnace Commissioning form and the customer is at 123 First Street, City
then please use:
• 123 First Street - City - Furnace Commissioning.PDF
• 123 First Street - City - AC Commissioning.PDF
• 123 First Street - City - Appendix F.PDF
• 123 First Street - City - Appendix D.PDF
• 123 First Street - City - Manual J.PDF
• 123 First Street - City - Invoice.PDF

Opportunity to use rebate to discount projects up-front:
Efficiency Works Retrofit program provides service providers with the option to present
customers with an up-front discount by allowing them to accept the Efficiency Works rebate as
payment. When service providers submit rebate applications correctly, we are currently able to
mail rebate checks to customers in less than 30 days, which is the typical payment period given
to customers by service providers. If you are confident in your ability to complete projects to
Efficiency Works standards and properly submit rebate applications, then this is a great
opportunity to strengthen your sales pitch.
Example:
Before: “The project will cost $5,000 out-of-pocket, and you can apply and wait for a
$500 rebate”
After: “The project will cost $5,000, but rather than make you wait on the $500 rebate we
are going to discount your out-of-pocket cost down to $4,500, and we will wait on
the rebate and accept it as payment.”
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There is an option in the Project Information section of the online rebate application that
allows you to select who gets paid. By selecting service provider, you are basically stating - “I
wish to accept the rebates as partial payment for the completed work, and I have provided the
customer with a discount equal to the total rebate amount on the final invoice.” If you wish to
take the rebate, include it as a line item on the invoice as a Discount for the Efficiency
Works Retrofit program rebate.

To those service providers who are now taking advantage of the ability to take the
customer's rebate and offer a discount up-front:
We have now seen a couple instances where the customer does not complete their mandatory
requirements for their rebate, thus the rebate is denied. This leaves the service provider without
payment for the discount. So, to minimize the possibility of that issue consider the following
suggestions:
A) You should include language in your contracts that say something along the lines of:
"The upfront Efficiency Works discount that is being offered to you in this proposal is contingent
upon the successful completion of the work and the associated tasks involved with all parties.
a) This at a minimum will include a $60 energy assessment provided by the Home Energy
Advisors team
(Note: Assessments no longer required for HVAC rebates).
b) Other elements could include additional site visits to commission your new HVAC
equipment, or corrective work to your combustion appliances to make sure that you are
safe.
c) If you do not follow through with the necessary steps to allow the rebate to be awarded,
the total for the upfront discount will be expected to be returned to the service provider,
thus you would be invoiced accordingly".
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Service provider referral process & response time requirements
The most common method that efficiency advisors use to communicate a request for service
provider bidding will be email referrals containing the customer’s contact information and
information about the home.
When an advisor provides an email customer referral to a service provider, the following
timeline will be strictly enforced:
•

Service provider must contact the customer to schedule an estimate meeting within
two business days (48 hours) of receiving the customer referral email.
o

Decision not to bid: If a service provider receives a customer referral email
and the ser vice provider does not wish to bid the project, the ser vice
provider must notify the advisor within one business day (24 hours) of
receiving the customer referral email

o

Following an on-site estimate meeting, providers must provide a written
estimate to the customer within five business days of the visit to the
customer’s house

o

Decision not to bid after visit: If a provider visits a home for an estimate
meeting and determines that they do not wish to bid the project, the provider
must notify the advisor within one business day (24 hours) of the visit to the
customer’s house

Some customers prefer to contact service provider companies directly without their HEA
sending a referral. When a homeowner informs their Energy Advisor of their decision to
contact service providers directly, the HEA will ask the homeowner to notify companies that
they are in the Efficiency Works program. However, the HEA cannot guarantee that
homeowners will follow-through. To ensure that rebate program requirements are met for
all Efficiency Works projects, it is the responsibility of the service provider to determine
whether the customer is participating in the Efficiency Works Retrofit program.

Invoices and rebates
If a service provider sells a job to a customer that will be taking advantage of program
rebates, the invoice MUST state, “This job qualifies for rebates in the Efficiency Works
Retrofit program.”
If a service provider sells a job to a customer that will not be taking advantage of rebates,
and that customer lead was provided by us, the invoice MUST state, “This job does
not qualify for rebates in the Efficiency Works Retrofit program.”
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This rule protects the service provider from customers requesting rebates as an afterthought.

Professionalism guidelines & contact with customers
High standards of professionalism are necessary to maintain your good reputation in the
community, and we encourage you to strive for the best in customer service. Efficiency
Works Retrofit program and its partner utilities rely heavily upon positive word of mouth for
marketing. Our goal is to ensure that clients are completely satisfied with their experience,
including their interactions with participating service providers. It is expected that service
providers will handle all interactions with Efficiency Works clients with the utmost respect
and professionalism. Efficiency Works Retrofit program reserves the right to remove a
service provider from the participating service provider pool based upon repeated customer
complaints related to customer service or professionalism.
The Program has established the following general guidelines for service providers:
• Respect the customer’s time and be prompt for all appointments. If you expect to be
more than a few minutes late, call the customer before the appointment time and
let them know that you’re running late and when you expect to be there.
• Follow through on your commitments to customers, including providing estimates in
a timely manner. Do what you say you are going to do.
• Educate all company customer service representatives to provide accurate
information to customers about Efficiency Works. The person answering the phone
needs to know about the program for which you are providing service.
• Keep in mind that you are being allowed into someone’s home; act as you would want
a stranger to act in your own home. Respect the customer’s home and follow all rules
of the house (i.e. taking off shoes, not parking in the driveway).
• No cursing
• If you make a mess of any kind, clean it up immediately.
• Service providers should refrain from making disparaging remarks regarding other
Efficiency Works participating service providers as well as the Efficiency Works
program.

Service provider bidding
Efficiency Works Retrofit program efficiency advisors (HEA) will be assisting customers as they
choose service providers to bid their projects. In some cases, the HEA may contact the
service provider directly to schedule an estimate meeting at the customer’s house and in
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other cases the customer may prefer to have the service provider contact them directly to
schedule the estimate meeting.
To promote an efficient process and out of fairness for other service providers, contracting
companies are expected to have reasonable scheduling availability for Efficiency Works
Retrofit Program customers. To be eligible to receive referrals and be on active status, a
contracting company must have no greater than a two (2) week lead time for scheduling
initial customer estimate meetings. If your company is experiencing high work volumes and
is not able to schedule new estimate meetings within two weeks, you must notify PRPA to
temporarily put your company “ On-Hold” until you notify them that you are ready for
additional referrals. There is no penalty for choosing to be placed on temporary “ On-Hold”
status, and it may help maintain positive customer experiences.

Streamlined pathway overview
The Streamlined pathway was integrated into the Efficiency Works Retrofit program in 2017. It
is the result of a pilot program in 2016 whose goal was to help customers complete more
comprehensive jobs while providing them turnkey service. Service providers must meet
additional eligibility requirements that go beyond the basic eligibility requirements of the
Efficiency Works Retrofit program There are also advanced installation standards that go
beyond the basic program standards. A HEA is responsible for the energy assessment and the
sales consult with standardized pricing on most insulation and air sealing measures. Refer to
Appendix M & N in this guide for more details of this optional pathway.

Requirements for service providers participating in the Streamlined pathway
To participate in the Streamlined pathway as an Efficiency Work’s service provider contact the
program manager to see if you qualify and if the pool has any openings.
Streamlined Service Provider (SSP) = The participating Streamlined Pathway Service provider
The Program Administrator = PRPA
1. Nature of streamlined pathway projects
Fort Collins Utilities was awarded the APPA DEED Grant to, among other objectives,
develop, implement, and evaluate a streamlined approach for pricing and completing
residential energy efficiency projects. Specifically, Platte River Power Authority (PRPA)
and Fort Collins Utilities have developed standardized prices for completing some of
the individual measures required to create packages of home efficiency projects based
on a home’s characteristics and the wishes and needs of individual homeowners
(“Package”). Each measure will have standardized pricing per square foot (or
applicable unit of measure) that can be relied upon in representing costs for all projects,
(“Unit Price”). The Unit Price shall include all costs, labor, benefits, materials,
equipment, transportation, storage, overhead, applicable federal, state, and local taxes,
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and other expenses and profit margins associated with performing that home
improvement component.
2. Streamlined pathway projects workflow
The HEA will be responsible for initiating all Streamlined Pathway Projects. The HEA
will also assign individual Streamlined Projects to SSPs based on their qualifications to
meet the specific goals of individual Streamlined Pathway customers, spot in rotation,
unless the customer specifically requests a certain energy efficiency service provider
that is participating in the program, at the discretion of PRPA and the program manager.
Within two (2) business days of receiving such assignment from the HEA, the SSP shall
notify the HEA of its decision to accept the specific project or opt out of such project.
Failure to respond to the Program Administrator within two (2) business days shall be
deemed a rejection of that project. If SSP opts out of a Streamlined Pathway Project,
either directly or failure to respond to the bid request, the HEA shall assign such project
to another streamlined service provider. SSP understands and agrees that specific
Streamlined Pathway Projects will be undertaken at the request of interested residential
homeowners, and that Platte River will use their best efforts to match individual
streamlined service providers to suitable Streamlined Pathway Projects, and as such
Platte River is not obligated to assign any projects to every SSP.
1.1. Streamlined pathway projects that include HVAC components:
Projects that include at least one HVAC component (“HVAC Projects”) will be subject to
the same workflow procedures described in paragraph 2. However, local HVAC market
experience indicates a lack of uniform pricing for HVAC work, making it difficult to create
an anticipated range of prices for HVAC Projects. Therefore, HVAC bidding will sent to
the customer’s HVAC service provider of choice.
2. Customer contracts:
Upon accepting a Streamlined Pathway Project assigned by the Home Energy Advisor, SSP
shall provide an official “Customer Proposal” for the HEA that shall include, at a minimum, the
description and scope of the home efficiency project, the unit prices at the agreed upon rate
in Appendix N, the line item price of each measure, and the total package price for all
measures for such project with a line item package discount equal to the calculated sum of all
energy efficiency rebates for all qualifying measures in the Package, as well as SSP’s
standard terms and conditions.
3. Service providers who are accepted into the Streamlined pathway will be provided with a
complete version of Appendix N that includes actual pricing.
4. Streamlined pathway projects installation standards:
In performing streamlined pathway projects, SSP shall comply with the Efficiency Works
streamlined pathway installation standards and pricing, contained within and attached hereto
as Appendix N and incorporated herein by reference (“EWR-SP Standards”). When no EWSP Standard applies to a specific measure, streamlined pathway projects shall be completed
in accordance with the Efficiency Works Retrofit program installation standards described in
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the Service Provider Guide attached to and incorporated in the agreement. The EW-SP
Standards are subject to review and revision by Platte River and Fort Collins Utilities, who
shall seek feedback and comment on existing EWR standards and potential revisions to the
same from SSP. Quality Assurance (QA) will be verified as described under the agreement,
except that specific QA requirements will be documented by the SSP and submitted to PRPA
as stated in the Energy Efficiency Measures Required Tests section of the EW-SP Standards.
Any deviation from the applicable standards shall be clearly documented by SSP through
photographs and a detailed description. Platte River and Fort Collins Utilities have the
authority to approve any deviations.
5. Certificate of completion, invoice and billing:
Upon completion of a streamlined pathway project, SSP shall provide the customer with a
certificate of completion detailing the work completed. SSP shall obtain customer’s signature
on the certificate of completion acknowledging the work has been performed as described.
Once the certificate of completion is signed by the customer, shall provide a final invoice to
the customer. The customer shall remain solely responsible for payment of all amounts due
to the SSP. They agree not to seek payment from Platte River, its member municipalities, and
the program administrator for all unpaid customer contracts.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the PRPA agrees to coordinate with the SSP on a case-bycase basis in order to arrive at an agreed upon resolution for any substantial oversights or
unanticipated conditions related to energy efficiency measures and not reflected in the SSP
work order created by the HEA.

Home performance service providers
The program now allows Efficiency Works Retrofit program assessments to be performed by
service providers who have the required tools and have been trained to do so.
In order to be allowed to provide this service, the following rules have been agreed to:
•

•

•

•

The service provider must notify the program of a potential assessment before
scheduling it. This allows our team to make sure the customer is eligible for the
program.
The assessment must be fair to the customer and the program. This means that
whatever is wrong with the home is the focus of the assessment - not the specific
specialty of the service provider. In other words, the assessment must capture what is
really going on with the home and suggest typical solutions - even if they include other
trades. The customer will not always choose the assessing service provider to do the
actual work. Therefore, the assessment report must be detailed enough to hand off to
another service provider so they can be successful.
The service provider must complete the program’s assessment spreadsheet and
generate an assessment report using the required template. The assessment
reports must be sent to the customer and program management along with any other
required paperwork.
The program will provide quality assurance over this process reviewing reports
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and shadowing assessments on occasion.
To inquire about becoming an assessing home performance service provider - contact the
program manager.

Health and safety
The Efficiency Works Retrofit program works on existing homes across Northern Colorado. Due
to the age of the homes participating, we occasionally run into health and safety concerns.
According to PRPA service provider participation agreement: “The service provider agrees to
meet OSHA and department of labor requirements regarding personal protective equipment and
safe work practices.” This means that it’s up to you to do safe work and it is expected. Please
read through these scenarios as many of them impact the eligibility of rebates.
The following sections address the program’s stance on different health and safety concerns.
Some of this language is in our assessment report and some of it is in signed paperwork with the
customers.

Asbestos:

“The presence of suspected non-rigid asbestos in the home disqualifies the home for all rebates,
blower door tests, duct pressurization tests or any activity that will introduce asbestos particles
into the living space. Non-rigid asbestos materials that can be a source of airborne asbestos if
material can be disturbed by movement or air currents. Examples of non-rigid asbestos include
but are not limited to vermiculite, boiler and pipe insulation, ceiling coatings, etc. Blower door tests
shall not be conducted if asbestos is present or suspected. Vermiculite used as loose fill insulation
should be presumed to contain asbestos.
To move forward after possible asbestos is identified:
•

The customer must either produce qualified lab test results showing that the home does
not have asbestos

•

A qualified remediation service provider must remediate the asbestos to meet industry
standards and provide proof that the work is complete.

•

If the planned work will not disturb the area with possible asbestos, then the work can
move forward. NOTE: Xcel Energy will not rebate this work but the Efficiency Works
Retrofit program will. This approach follows the Federal Weatherization program’s model.

or

or

Mold:

“According to the EPA any mold area less than 10 square feet is considered the lowest level of
contamination and can be handled by the customer. When you get over this amount, expert
service providers are recommended.
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https://www.epa.gov/mold/mold-cleanup-your-home
https://www.epa.gov/mold/mold-course-chapter-6
When a mold-like substance is found to be present in an area of the home and it exceeds an area
greater than 10 square feet, the blower door test shall NOT be done. Air sealing and insulation
work may not be installed until one of the following conditions have been met:
1.

A certified mold abatement professional has remediated the mold and has attested to its
remediation in writing.

2.

A certified mold abatement professional has determined that the substance is not mold
and does not need to be remediated and has attested to this determination in writing.

3.

If the area of suspected mold like substance is less than 10 square feet, the homeowner
should be informed and directed to consult the EPA’s “A Brief Guide to Mold, Moisture, and
Your Home”.

Consider radon testing:

Radon typically occurs near mountainous regions and Colorado has one of the highest radon
danger designations in the United States. Radon is considered the second leading cause of lung
cancer in the United States with an estimated 20,000 deaths per year.

Test for lead:

Your home may also contain lead paint. Lead was used in paint until the late 1970s. Test for lead
before insulating, air sealing, or renovating. If lead is found, your service provider may have
additional requirements to perform your work.

Knob and tube wiring:

Due to its age (pre-1950), your home may have knob & tube wiring. This is a potential fire hazard
due to its age, improper modifications, and insulation covering the wires. In addition, knob & tube
has no ground wire and cannot service three-pronged appliances (which violates modern
electrical codes). If the wiring has never been upgraded, it will need to be replaced.

To move forward after knob and tube wiring is identified:
•
•

Work with a licensed electrician to verify that it is not energized before air sealing or
insulating
Once a licensed electrician has signed off (on their business letterhead) that the knob and
tube is no longer energized – the work may proceed.

Chemical sensitivity:

"Disclaimer: This assessment/report does not offer medical advice or establish if a home is "safe
to occupy". If you have any health condition that represents a compromised immune system,
chemical sensitivities, or any similar issue - you should seek expert medical advice about the
impacts of altering your home and what products should be used.”
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Appendix A: Final installation standards
Effective 1/1/2022
General notes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Efficiency Works Retrofit energy assessment required as prerequisite for all measures. (Exceptions: Windows can be installed preassessment & HVAC jobs no longer require an assessment) See website for any updates due to COVID-19.
To participate in the Efficiency Works Retrofit Program (EWR), service providers must apply for inclusion, and pass the applicable
training certification course.
Do-It-Yourself installation will not qualify for incentives.
The information in this matrix is subject to change. Platte River Power Authority (PRPA) will provide thirty (30) days’ notice of any
changes in installation standards.
Field Guide standards for building shell improvements generally follow the 2009 Saturn Building Shell Field Guide, with addendums
adding clarity or different standards.
Field Guide standards for HVAC and Hydronic system installations generally follow the 2009 Saturn Mechanical Systems Field Guide,
with addendums adding clarity or different standards.
All HVAC equipment must be installed per the manufacturer’s installation instructions, industry standards, and all applicable federal,
state, and local codes and regulations.
Where possible, all insulation measures must meet the R-value requirements prescribed by the IECC version adopted in each Authority
Having Jurisdiction.
Refer to the Appendix H - EWR Program Rebate Matrix for incentive summary.
Homes participating in the Efficiency Works Program are evaluated for tightness and whole house controlled mechanical ventilation
rates using ASHRAE 62.2-2010. The initial tightness is reported in the Assessment Report and the Homeowner is required to sign a
post-improvement disclosure acknowledging the potential need for controlled mechanical ventilation.
Where any building envelope improvement measures (attic insulation, frame wall insulation, window replacement, etc.) are undertaken,
the corresponding building component(s) must be durably air sealed.
Where required, combustion safety testing must be performed the day of the completion of improvements.
Note special conditions that exist as follows
o Estes Park rebates are only applicable for homes with electric heat.
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Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing
Conditions

Efficiency
Measure
•

Initial blower
door test:
ACH50 = 3.0
or greater

•
Attic to living space air sealing:
1. In order to qualify for rebates, efforts must be taken to air seal significant
leaks and bypasses that allow connection between the outside and living
space. Areas to air seal may include bypasses around chimneys, drop
soffits, shower inserts or other large penetrations; interior and exterior wall
top plates; and plumbing and wiring penetrations.
2. Use approved high temp sealant around heat sources like B-vents, fireplaces
and chimneys, and make sure they maintain the required clearance to
combustibles.

•

Combustion Safety Test
required record results
on Appendix F
Blower door test
required prior to air
sealing and after
insulating in order to
measure house
tightness improvement.

Minimum shell leakage (CFM50) reduction of 15% to be eligible for Tier 1
rebate; 25% reduction to qualify for Tier 2 rebate; 33% reduction to qualify for Tier
3 rebate, 50% reduction for Tier 4 rebate.
o If the Combustion Safety Test fails under Worst Case
Conditions, the service provider is required to counsel the
Homeowner about possible solutions.
o If the Combustion Safety Tests fail under Natural Conditions,
the service provider is required to council the Homeowner on
possible solutions and refer them to the list of Participating HVAC
service providers for further diagnostics and solutions. No rebates
will be approved for houses that have CAZ failures under
Natural Conditions until those failures are remedied.

Air Sealing

-

Garage-toHouse
Connection
Reduction

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Air leakage
pathways
exist between
the attached
garage and
the main
house

•
•

All accessible air leakage pathways from attached garage to main house
must be durably air sealed to prevent air movement between the garage and
the house.
These areas may include, but are not limited to the following
Around outlets and switches
Around the door trim
Around any penetrations made by the garage door rail support
systems
Along the bottom of the drywall on walls adjacent to conditioned
space
Along the accessible top plates of walls adjacent to conditioned
space
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-

Combustion Safety
Test required. Record
results on Appendix F

Field Manual, Notes

•

Need to fully educate customer on
front end so they understand about
house as a system, ventilation and
combustion safety.

•

Options to mitigate a failed
Combustion Safety Test may
include:
1. Replace natural draft gas
burning appliances with
sealed combustion, direct
vented, or power vented
equipment.
2. Seal return air ducts and filter
slot in CAZ.
3. Re-line the old common Bvent.
4. Add combustion air ducts
5. Obtain further diagnostics and
solutions from an EW-H
Participating HVAC service
provider.
Service provider to educate
homeowner about these options.

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure
•

•

Conditioned
Crawl Space
Insulation

•
•

Service provider must
inspect for proper grading,
downspout leaders,
moisture evidence on
foundation walls, cracks in
the foundation, and damp
ground. All moisture
problems must be
mitigated.
If any evidence of
moisture intrusion having
occurred at any time is
present, (efflorescence on
the foundation wall,
cracked soil, mold,
staining) the crawl space
must be treated as having
moisture present.
Un-insulated or poorly
installed insulation.
If framed floor above is
insulated with anything
except closed cell foam,
and vapor barrier which is
attached to the cold side
of the framed floor
assembly is not allowed.

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

•

•

•
•

•

All three elements (rim joist, foundation wall, and moisture/soil gas
barrier) of a conditioned crawl space must be completed in order to
qualify for a rebate. If any one of the elements already exists, it must
meet EWR Installation Standards AND the other elements must be
completed to EWR Installation Standards for a conditioned crawl space
rebate.
Moisture/ soil gas barrier installation requirements:
1. Barrier must meet ASTM specs listed in Field Manual Notes.
2. Remove all debris and major ground surface irregularities.
3. Cross laminated polyethylene barrier is required; the barrier must be
sealed and mechanically fastened at least 12” up crawl space
foundation wall or, in cases involving moisture, to the foundation
plate (urethane caulk meets sealing and mechanical fastening
requirements) [Permathane Preferred]. Seams must be overlapped
6” minimum and be sealed w/ approved tape or sealant.
4. If the foundation or soil in the crawl space is damp or shows
evidence of moisture intrusion, the soil gas barrier must be
extended up to and be sealed to the foundation plate to keep
moisture out of wall insulation. Provision must then be made for
moisture under the barrier or in the foundation wall to be removed
so covered areas can dry to the outside.
Field stone foundation wall will need to be air sealed. (See Field
Manual)
Insulate and air seal rim joists and foundation plate to R-value
prescribed by the IECC as adopted by the AHJ:
1. XPS foam board cut to fit, foamed-in place.
2. Closed or open cell 2-part spray foam
° Foam insulation does not require thermal barrier on rim joist (per
IRC), but does require an ignition barrier as outlined in 2012
IRC Section R316.5.4
Insulate Interior of Foundation walls to R-value prescribed by the
IECC as adopted by the AHJ:
1. Perforated vinyl faced fiberglass blanket
° Vinyl faced insulation blanket is NOT allowed if foundation
or ground shows evidence of past or present moisture-
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•

•

Combustion Safety
Test required.
Record results on
Appendix F
Blower door test
required prior to air
sealing and after
insulating in order to
measure house
tightness
improvement. Record
results on Appendix
F

Field Manual, Notes

•

•

Moisture/ soil gas barrier
specifications:
1. Cross laminated poly
sheeting used as a moisture
and soil gas barrier in crawl
spaces must be
performance tested to
ASTM E-1745 and installed
per ASTM E-1643 with a
minimum of Class C rated. It
must resist deterioration
from contact with the soil
and maintain a perm of 0.3
or less (per ASTM E-154
section 13). The moisture
and soil gas barrier must
have a minimum strength of
13.6 lbs./in (ASTM E-154
section 9) and puncture
resistance of 475 grams
(ASTM D-1709 method B).
2. Field stone and brick
foundation details: moisture
barrier must run up to
foundation plate and be
fastened and caulked; or
apply closed cell spray foam
with an ignition barrier
covering all fieldstone or
brick foundation walls.
Crawl spaces that contain
atmospherically vented
combustion appliances must
have adequate volume for
combustion air and/ or
provide outside combustion

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Efficiency
Measure

Existing Conditions

Installation Standards

•

•

Unless the moisture barrier extends up to and is sealed to the
foundation plate.
° Insulation blanket must be full height and be in substantial
contact with the foundation wall along its entire width and not be
pulled out by the footing.
° Seal vinyl facing to top of wall and soil barrier so conditioned
inside air cannot reach foundation wall and condense
2. Foam board: Polyisocyanurate, XPS or EPS
° Ignition barrier required, unless listed and approved for use
without a thermal or ignition barrier in this application by the ICC
ES (see Field Manual notes)
3. 2-part closed or open cell spray foam
° Ignition barrier required, unless listed and approved for use
without a thermal or ignition barrier in this application by the ICC
ES (see Field Manual notes)
° Open cell spray foam is only allowed on the interior of
foundation walls if there is no indication of moisture, unless
the soil moisture barrier extends to the foundation plate with
mechanical ventilation underneath
Exterior foundation wall insulation, XPS
° Foam board insulation must extend down to top of footing and
be protected above grade by a non-organic exterior finish.
Provide flashing from under existing exterior finish, over top of
foam exterior finish.
Crawl space must be provided with conditioned air in accordance
with IRC as adopted by the AHJ.

Post-installation Tests

Field Manual, Notes

•
•
•

•

•
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air per 2012 IRC Section
G2407.
No spot ventilation exhaust
vents may terminate in the crawl
space.
No insulation needed on wall
between crawl space and
basement.
All foam must meet ASTM E-84
Class 1 standards for Flame
Spread and Smoke
Development.
Ignition barriers are required
over spray foam or foam
board installed on the inside
of crawl space foundation
walls:
1. Ignition barriers include
intumescent coatings listed
for this use, 1½” mineral
fiber (includes fiberglass),
and other materials listed in
the 2012 IRC, Section
316.5.4.
2. Spray foam insulation that
has been approved by the
ICC ES for use in these
locations without the
addition of an ignition barrier
can be used. The ICC ES
Report for such material
must be provided to the
program administrator for
reference prior to the
issuance of rebates.
Rim joist and sill plate in a
crawlspace can have up to
3.25” of spray foam applied
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Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Field Manual, Notes
without a thermal barrier being
required (2012 IRC Section
R316.5.11). An ignition barrier is
still required in this location.

No existing insulation
Exterior grade must drain
away from foundation or
be mitigated as part of the
job scope.
• Foundation cracks shall be
completely sealed.
• If evidence of moisture
exists, it must be or
have been mitigated
prior to insulating
•
•

Basement
Wall
Insulation

•

Insulate interior of basement walls to the R-value prescribed by the
IECC as adopted by the AHJ. All insulation must be installed to Field
Manual specifications.
1. Exterior foundation wall: XPS foam board
1. Exterior foam board insulation must be closed cell and extend
down 48” below grade or to top of footer - whichever is less.
Insulation must be protected above grade w/ non-organic
exterior finish. Provide flashing from under existing exterior
finish, over top of foam exterior finish, flashed from under finish
on walls.
2. Interior Foundation Wall Insulation
1. Old brick or field stone foundations must have closed cell
spray foam installed over entire interior foundation wall and rim
joist.
2. 1” XPS, EPS or Polyisocyanurate foam board + R-13 Batt
⇒ R-13 un-faced batt is installed in the finished frame wall so
foundation can dry to the inside. (See Field Manual).
3. Interior foundation wall insulation: XPS or EPS foam board or
spray foam.
⇒ Basement walls with foam insulation must be finished with
drywall or equivalent thermal barrier, except where material
is listed and approved for use in this application by the ICC
ES.
⇒ Open cell spray foam is approved only if there is no
indication of moisture on the foundation walls
4. Perforated vinyl faced fiberglass blanket is allowed but is not
eligible for rebate
⇒ Vinyl faced insulation blanket is NOT allowed if foundation
shows evidence of past or present moisture
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•

•

•

Combustion Safety
Test required.
Record results on
Appendix F.
Blower door test
required prior to air
sealing and after
insulating in order to
measure house
tightness
improvement. Record
results on Appendix
F.
For basement
finishes, service
provider must
coordinate postimprovement
verification at time of
insulation inspection
by local Building
Department.

•

•

Building code requires
basement insulation be covered
with a finish material like
drywall, even if basement will
not be finished at time of
insulating.
“Best practice” for basement
foundations.
1. Perm rating of insulation
ideally should be > 2.
2. Foam board insulation can
be open cell or closed cell
3. Best practice is installing 1”
foam board on interior of
concrete foundation wall,
with un-faced R-13 batt in
framed wall adjacent on the
interior
4. See Field Guide for details
on sealing floating wall
framing at bottom and top of
wall.
5. If foam board is used, the
foundation wall must be dry.
6. Tape all seams in foam
board

• Cracks causing moisture
intrusion into basement shall be
sealed as part of the job scope;
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Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure

•

•

•

No restriction on existing
condition of exterior
cantilevers or cantilevers
into garage

•
•
•
•
•

Cantilever
Floor
Insulation

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

•
•
•
•

•
•

Field Manual, Notes

⇒ Insulation blanket must be full height and be in substantial
contact with the foundation wall along its entire width and not
be pulled out by the footing.
⇒ Seal vinyl facing to top of wall and soil barrier so conditioned
inside air cannot reach foundation wall and condense
Insulate and air-seal rim joist and foundation plate to R-value
prescribed by the IECC as adopted by the AHJ.
1. XPS or Polyisocyanurate foam board cut to fit, foamed-in place.
2. Closed or open cell 2-part spray foam
3. Foam insulation does not require thermal barrier on rim joist (per
IRC), but does require an ignition barrier as outlined in 2012 IRC
Section R316.5.4
Exterior finish material must be removed if water pipes are located
below the top 1/2 of the floor joist cavity.
Inside end of joist space must be blocked and air sealed (see Field
Manual for options.)
If interior blocking is not in place, and there is adequate room, remove
soffits to block and air seal.
If soffits cannot be removed to block and air seal interior, other methods
of interior blocking can be used (see Field Guide).
Floor cavities used as a return air duct must have the header block or
pan sealed prior to insulation installation. Make sure insulation does
not enter return air floor cavity.
Disconnected ducts must be repaired prior to insulation installation.
Final condition: intact, sealed air barrier, inside and outside.
Final condition: joist cavities dense packed with blown insulation.
If water pipes are in the bottom half of the joist cavity in the cantilevered
floor area, they must be protected from freezing by installing net under
the bottom of pipes so that insulation is only blown on the cold side of
the pipe.
Seal around any supply boots where they meet the subfloor to prevent
insulation from blowing into the house.
Service providers must retain photo documentation of the following
details:
1. Netting of pipes in floor cavities.
2. Blocking of inside end of joist space.
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•

•

Combustion Safety
Test required.
Record results on
Appendix F.
Blower door test
required prior to air
sealing and after
insulating in order to
measure house
tightness
improvement. Record
results on Appendix
F.

•

•
•

•

Other kinds of end blocking that
will create the 6th side of
insulation cavity:
° Change in direction of
floor joists
° Rim joist on other side of
a narrow room adjacent
to cantilever
° House with insulation in
interior floors (for sound)
° Install an onion bag in
each floor cavity that is
filled with insulation to
act as a block
Do not dense pack near panned
or leaky return system without
air sealing ducts.
Advise homeowner to repair
ductwork leaks that will
compromise insulation, before
insulating.
The phrase dense-pack refers
to a specific process where the
insulation is blown into the
cavity and then dense-packed.

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Field Manual, Notes

3. Return air duct sealing to prevent insulation from entering forced air
system.
4. Air sealing around any supply boots at the subfloor.

•

Existing insulation does
not fill floor cavity.

•
•
•
•

Floor Over
Garage
Insulation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drywall must be removed if the joist space over wall between garage
and house is not air sealed.
Inside end of joist space must be blocked and air sealed (see Field
Manual for options)
Drywall must be removed if water pipes are located below the top 1/2 of
the floor joist cavity
If water pipes are located in the bottom half of the joist cavity in the floor
over the garage area, they must be protected from freezing by installing
net/tyvek under the bottom of pipes so that insulation is only blown on
the cold side of the pipe.
1. In order to install net/tyvek, drywall must be removed from the
garage ceiling to gain access to pipes.
2. Drywall must be replaced with 5/8” Type X gypsum board or other
material approved for use in this location by the IRC as adopted by
the AHJ.
Floor cavities used as a return air duct must have the header block or
pan sealed prior to insulation installation. Make sure insulation does
not enter return air floor cavity.
Air seal around any supply boots at the subfloor to prevent insulation
from entering the living space.
Disconnected ducts must be repaired prior to insulation installation.
Insulation must be dense packed (see field notes).
Drywall on garage ceiling must be complete and sealed.
Garage ceiling with living space floor above is a Firewall. If removed, it
must be restored to current code compliance.
Service providers must retain photo documentation of the following
details:
1. Netting of pipes in floor cavities
2. Blocking of inside end of joist space
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We do no rebate a cantilever
that has simply been filled with
insulation. It must be densepacked to 3.5lbs/cubic foot
(cellulose) – ~2.5lbs/cubic foot
for (fiberglass).




Combustion Safety
Test required.
Record results on
Appendix F Form.
Blower door test
required prior to air
sealing and after
insulating in order to
measure house
tightness
improvement. Record
results on Appendix
F Form.

•

•
•

Other kinds of end blocking that
will create the 6th side of
insulation cavity when dense
packing floor joist cavity:
- Change in direction of
floor joists
- Rim joist on other side of
a narrow room adjacent
to cantilever
- House with insulation in
interior floors (for sound)
- Install a burlap bag in
each floor cavity that is
filled with insulation to
act as a block
Do not dense pack near panned
or leaky return system without
air sealing ducts.
The phrase dense-pack refers
to a specific process where the
insulation is blown into the
cavity and then dense-packed.
We do no rebate a garage floor
that has simply been filled with
insulation. It must be densepacked to 3.5lbs/cubic foot
(cellulose) – ~2.5lbs/cubic foot
for (fiberglass).

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Field Manual, Notes

3. Return air duct sealing to prevent insulation from entering forced air
system
4. Air sealing around any supply boots at the subfloor

•
•
•
Exterior
Frame Wall
Insulation

Existing condition: R-9 or
less
Do not dense pack walls
if knob and tube wiring is
present.
Measure includes
garage/house fire walls.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
Attic
Insulation
(Flat Ceiling)

•

Existing insulation of
assembly must be < R30 to qualify for attic
insulation rebate.
Insulation areas
compressed to <R-30
after air sealing can
qualify for a rebate.

•
•

•

Use dense-pack cellulose or short fiber fiberglass in all wall cavities,
installed with fill tube.
Air seal around windows, doors, and electrical boxes in wall assembly
prior to insulating.
Must seal all penetrations into electrical panels, outlet and switch boxes
to keep out insulation.
Plug, seal and refinish all drill holes used to fill exterior walls after
insulating.
Cloth sheathed electrical wire must be evaluated or replaced with
contemporary code complying 90 degree C temperature rated wiring
prior to dense packing walls by an electrical service provider licensed to
perform work in the local jurisdiction.
Knob and tube wiring must be replaced with contemporary code
complying 90 degree C temperature rated wiring prior to dense packing
walls by an electrical service provider licensed to perform work in the
local jurisdiction.



Attic must be air sealed and have mechanical / duct issues corrected
prior to blowing insulation.
Insulation baffles must be installed between rafters or trusses to allow
air flow from the box soffit to the attic. Baffles must be installed adjacent
to all soffit vent locations, with air impermeable insulation stops
between all other truss rafter ends (recommend adding passive
ventilation to minimum code amounts).
Install an insulation stop on the outside edge of the top plates to
maximize R-value at exterior edge of exterior wall top plates and

•
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•

Combustion Safety
Test required.
Record results on
Appendix F.
Blower door test
required prior to air
sealing and after
insulating in order to
measure house
tightness
improvement.

Combustion Safety
Test required. Record
results on Appendix
F.
Blower door test
required prior to air
sealing and after
insulating in order to
measure house

Lead safe practices should be
followed if appropriate.

•

•

Alternative details are allowed
for installing adequate insulation
at exterior wall top plates (while
maintaining ventilation path at
soffit vents)
Recommend flagging electrical
J boxes that will be buried under
insulation.

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Efficiency
Measure

Existing Conditions

Installation Standards

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

minimize wind washing. This can consist of insulation batts or bags to
blow insulation into. Spray foam is preferred here for higher R-values.
Air-seal all shell components interfacing with attic, including knee walls.
Extend any unvented bath or kitchen fan vent to exterior (vents not
allowed to terminate in attic)
Cloth sheathed electrical wire must be evaluated or replaced with code
complying wiring prior to insulating.
Knob and tube wiring must be abandoned or removed and new code
complying wiring installed prior to insulating.
Repair and seal any disconnected HVAC prior to blowing attic
insulation:
1. Un-insulated ducts must be insulated to minimum R-8.
2. Fix ducts that severely restrict airflow.
Insulation < R-30 must be improved to at least R-49 to qualify for a
rebate:
1. If blowing cellulose on top of fiberglass, add an additional 2” of
cellulose to the total to account for compression of the fiberglass
underneath.
2. Blown cellulose insulation shall contain at least 85% recycled
material and be Borate treated in attics.
3. Blown fiberglass shall contain a minimum of 25% recycled material.
Seal thermal bypasses:
1. Chases, plumbing vents, b-vents, chimneys, top plate penetrations,
etc. Insulate and air seal knee walls and skylight shafts and provide
an air barrier. Separate knee wall and skylight requirements and
incentives are listed below.
Whole house fan in ceiling must have a sealed, insulated cover, or
install fan w/ motorized insulated cover (see whole house fan section
below).
Recessed lighting (except ICAT rated recessed lighting) must be airsealed with either can inserts or covers. Covers must maintain 3”
clearance to can and unrated cans must not be covered with insulation.
If installing inserts also seal gap in drywall around can.
Attic hatch must be insulated to the same level as the adjacent attic
insulation (with a minimum of R-20 of that insulation being rigid foam),
be air-sealed with a dense foam weather strip, and have full depth
insulation dam around the hatch installed in accordance with IECC as
adopted by the AHJ (The dam must support the weight of a 200 lb.
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Post-installation Tests
tightness
improvement. Record
results on Appendix
F.

Field Manual, Notes
• Recommend adding attic
ventilation that meets the
requirements of IRC as adopted
by the AHJ.
• Pull-down stair options:

Build a rigid foam box
around the perimeter
of the stair assembly
that is air sealed
where it meets the
ceiling plane. (Foam
insulation requires an
ignition barrier in this
case where storage or
pull-down stair is
present).

Install a kit like an
Attic Tent, Draft Cap,
or Energy Guardian
that is designed to
seal this location.
o A vertical insulation dam
should be mechanically
fastened to the vertical face of
the knee wall right below
where the wall transitions to
the ceiling. This will allow the
insulation on the ceiling to
make great contact with the
actual top plate and provide
the thermal resistance
o Insulation dams at ceiling level
transitions can be made of
cardboard

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Efficiency
Measure

Existing Conditions

•
•
•

•

Attic Knee
Wall and
Skylight
Shaft

• Un-insulated or insulated to
R-11 or less

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Field Manual, Notes

adult). Seal all trim around hatch to drywall. The hatch must be fully
functional, that is, the hatch must be able to be removed from the
access opening, either up into the attic, or down into the house. If the
location and spacing of the hatch prevents it from being insulated to our
standards to stay functional – an exception will be allowed.
1. Alternatively, if hatch is insulated with rigid foam board only, R-38
is adequate.
Attic hatches that are pull-down stair assemblies must have some
system to air seal and insulate that assembly. This can be a site-built
system or a store-bought system. See field manual for suggestions.
Insulation dams are required at all ceiling level transitions (including
tops of knee walls) & around whole house fans. This is typically
cardboard or return panning material.
Ignition barrier not required on exposed foam, provided the following
conditions are met, and it is allowed by the product’s ESR:
1. Entry to the attic or crawl space is only to service utilities and no
storage is permitted
2. Air in the attic is not intentionally circulated to other parts of the
building
3. Attic ventilation is provided in accordance with IRC Section R806,
as applicable
4. Combustion air is provided in accordance with IMC (International
Mechanical Code®) Section 701
If attic storage is present or possible (pull-down stair, platform, etc.)
ignition barrier is required on all exposed foam

1.

If un-insulated, first fill cavity, then add a minimum R11 spray
foam, foam board or vinyl faced fiberglass blanket over cavity
insulation:
a. Seal all edges and seams of insulation
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•

•

Combustion Safety
Test required. Record
results on Appendix
F.
Blower door test
required prior to air

•

An air barrier alone does not
address the significant thermal
bridging problems experienced
in these assemblies, especially
in the summer when attic

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Efficiency
Measure

Existing Conditions

Installation Standards
Ignition barrier not required on exposed foam,
provided the following conditions are met, and it is
allowed by the product’s ESR:
i. Entry to the attic is only to service utilities and
no storage is permitted
ii. Air in the attic is not intentionally circulated to
other parts of the building
iii. Attic ventilation is provided in accordance with
IRC Section R806, as applicable
iv. Combustion air is provided in accordance with
IMC (International Mechanical Code®) Section
701
c. If attic storage is present or possible (pull-down stair,
platform, etc.) ignition barrier is required on all
exposed foam
d. Insulation must meet flame spread and smoke
development requirements of IRC version adopted by the
AHJ.
e. Insulation must be installed to RESNET Grade I
If already insulated, add a minimum R-11 spray foam, foam board
or vinyl faced fiberglass blanket over existing cavity insulation
a. Seal all edges and seams of insulation
b. Ignition barrier not required on exposed foam,
provided the following conditions are met, and it is
allowed by the product’s ESR:
i. Entry to the attic or crawl space is only to
service utilities and no storage is permitted
ii. Air in the attic is not intentionally circulated to
other parts of the building
iii. Attic ventilation is provided in accordance with
IRC Section R806, as applicable
iv. Combustion air is provided in accordance with
IMC (International Mechanical Code®) Section
701
c. If attic storage is present or possible (pull-down stair,
platform, etc.) ignition barrier is required on all
exposed foam
b.

2.
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Post-installation Tests
sealing and after
insulating in order to
measure house
tightness
improvement. Record
results on Appendix
F.

Field Manual, Notes

•

•
•

•

temperatures often exceed
130˚F.
While an air barrier only is a
requirement for attic insulation
rebates –rebates for attic knee
wall insulation requires the
addition of a thermal break.
It is recommended, but not
required, that un-insulated solar
tubes be insulated to R-11.
A vertical insulation dam
should be mechanically
fastened to the vertical face of
the knee wall right below
where the wall transitions to
the ceiling. This will allow the
insulation on the ceiling to
make great contact with the
actual top plate and provide
the thermal resistance
Insulation dams at ceiling level
transitions can be made of
cardboard

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Efficiency
Measure

Existing Conditions

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Field Manual, Notes

d.

3.

A cathedral ceiling is present.

•
•
•

Cathedral
Ceiling
Insulation
(Unvented
Attic and
unvented
enclosed
rafter
spaces)

•
•

Insulation must meet flame spread and smoke
development requirements of IRC version as adopted by
the AHJ.
e. Insulation must be installed to RESNET Grade I
Insulation dams are required at the tops of knee walls. (See Field
Notes)

No Class 1 vapor retarders may be installed on the inside face of the
roof rafters.
Where wood shingles or shakes are used, a minimum ¼” vented air
space must separate the shingles or shakes and the roofing
underlayment above the structural sheathing
In order to earn rebates, unvented attic and unvented enclosed rafter
spaces must have R-20 continuous exterior rigid board or sheet
insulation installed directly above the structural roof sheathing and
covered by an approved roofing material (per the IRC version adopted
by the AHJ)
− R-20 continuous exterior rigid board or sheet insulation must meet
the requirements of the 2012 IRC Section R806.5 & R906.2.
− All seams in the exterior rigid board or sheet insulation must be
sealed at the perimeter of each individual sheet in order to form a
continuous layer.
Dense packed short fiber fiberglass insulation (no cellulose will be
allowed) must be installed to completely fill the cavity between the
structural roof sheathing and the interior drywall to the required density.
Replace or air seal any IC recessed lights in vaulted rafter space with
Air Tight (ICAT) cans or install an insert and air seal drywall cutout to
can.
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•

•

Combustion Safety
Test required. Record
results on Appendix
F.
Blower door test
required prior to air
sealing and after

•

•

Service providers and
Homeowners should be well
aware that these types of
unvented assemblies often
void the shingle warranty
unless the shingle is listed for
unvented attics and rafter
assemblies. This should be
taken into consideration, and a
shingle that is listed for these
types of assemblies should be
selected when re-roofing.
Allowable unvented vaulted
ceiling assemblies are
addressed in the 2012 IRC
Section 806.5. In addition to
the method described in the
Installation Standards,
unvented vaulted ceilings may
also be insulated without the
use of exterior rigid board or
sheet insulation, but only when
an adequately thick layer of air
impermeable, vapor
impermeable insulation is
installed in direct contact with
the inside face of the structural
roof sheathing. These
alternative methods would

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Field Manual, Notes
require the complete removal
of the interior drywall.

Attic cannot have any major
signs of moisture damage.

•
•

•

Conditioned
Attics
(Unvented
Attics with
Spray Foam
on the
Underside of
the Roof
Deck)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Window
Replacement
(Including
sliding glass
doors)

•

Existing windows and/or
sliding glass doors must
have one of the following
conditions: single pane;

•
•

All existing insulation must be removed from the attic floor
(vacuum out all blown insulation – remove all batts)
All sources of interior moisture must be properly vented
o No unvented grow operations
o Clothes dryers and kitchen & bath fans must be
operational and vented to the outside
o Relative Humidity should not exceed 40%
Spray foam must be closed cell if insulation is only on the
underside of the roof deck.
o Open cell (air permeable) foam is allowed on the
underside of the roof deck only if there is R-20 worth of
air impermeable insulation (rigid closed cell foam)
installed directly above the structural roof sheathing for
condensation control.
An ignition barrier is required to cover all exposed foam.
Minimum R-30 on underside of roof deck.
Spray foam insulation must extend down over the top plate and
must have backing (e.g. rolled up fiberglass batt) where roof deck
meets the top plate.
All attic ventilation (soffit, gable, roof vents) must be removed or
sealed.
All gable walls must now meet wall R-Value requirements.
No interior Class 1 vapor retarders are allowed on the ceiling side
(attic floor) of the unvented attic assembly.
Where wood shingles or shakes are used, a minimum of ¼”
vented air space separates the shingles or shakes and the roofing
underlayment above the structural sheathing.
Where rigid insulation board is used as the air-impermeable
insulation layer, it shall be sealed at the perimeter of each
individual sheet to form a continuous layer

Window installations must be completed by EW-H certified window
installers.
Full frame replacement window installation must be done
whenever possible.
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•

•

•

•

Combustion Safety
Test required. Record
results on Appendix
F.
Blower door test
required prior to air
sealing and after
insulating in order to
measure house
tightness
improvement. Record
results on Appendix
F.

Appendix F – Window
version must be
signed by customer

•

•

•

The unvented attic space
is completely within the
building thermal envelope.
Service providers and
Homeowners should be
well aware that these
types of unvented
assemblies often void the
shingle warranty unless
the shingles are listed for
unvented attics and rafter
assemblies.
This should be taken into
consideration, and a
shingle that is listed for
these types of assemblies
should be selected when
re-roofing.

Replacement window types/
methods (Install per AAMA
standards):

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure

•

clear glass; metal frames;
or leaky/poor sealing.
Walls must be insulated or
be insulated as part of this
job scope to receive
rebate.

Installation Standards
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Replacement windows must meet Northern Climate Zone Energy Star
requirements to qualify for our incentives:
https://www.energystar.gov/products/building_products/residential
_windows_doors_and_skylights/key_product_criteria
Windows/sliding glass door installation must meet AAMA standards and
must meet AAMA design standards for water and air infiltration.
Windows/sliding glass doors must have low maintenance exterior: clad,
fiberglass, composite or vinyl. Exception: If house is being considered
for or is registered as a Historic Home, and wood trim is required.
When a replacement window is installed inside an existing window
frame (Block Frame method), air sealing is required around the existing
window frame (remove interior trim, insulate and air seal between
framing and existing window frame).
Replacement windows must be properly insulated, and air sealed in the
opening with low expansive foams.
Dense pack old weight pockets with cellulose or short fiber fiberglass,
or spray full with low expansive foam.
Photo-Documentation is required for all window rebates. This can be
as simple as taking a picture with your phone during the installation
process. We are not expecting a photo of each window - however, we
will need to see enough proof to verify the install method and to easily
be able to identify the home from the photo.
The intent of the photo requirement for window installations is to
capture the moment when the wall is opened up for a Full-Frame install
to verify that it has occurred. If the home’s circumstances will not allow
a full-frame installation, still take the photo, as it will prove why you
didn’t do a full-frame install.
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Post-installation Tests

Field Manual, Notes
•

We highly recommend you
purchase the AAMA
InstallationMasters
Replacement Program Installer
Training Manual (2020).
This is currently required
reading for all new window
contractors and is the basis for
Efficiency Works window
installation standards.
− Block frame- replacement
windows are installed inside
frame of existing window
frame. This is to be used
only with wall construction
types where full frame
replacement window
installation may be difficult
to do, including historic
homes, brick and stone
veneer, or asbestos siding;
more prone to leakage.
Block frame installations
must include air sealing
around existing window
frame and insulating the
weight pockets in old
single/double hung
windows.
− Full frame - replacement
windows are installed in
existing framing after old
window and trim is removed
on the inside, and the
mounting flange trim is
removed on the outside and
re-flashed. This method is
less prone to leakage.

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Efficiency
Measure

Existing Conditions

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Field Manual, Notes
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
Replacement
Gas Furnace

•
•

Existing furnace efficiency below 90% AFUE must increase in efficiency
to either Tier 1 or 2 rebates.
Existing furnace efficiency greater than or equal to 90% AFUE must
either increase in efficiency to Tier 2 or, if already at Tier 2 efficiency,
must move from PSC to ECM blower.
Equipment must be right sized using an approved Block Load heat loss
calculation; installed and commissioned per ACCA Standard 5-2010.
All furnaces shall be sealed combustion, with both intake and exhaust
piped to outdoors.
Tier 1 rebated furnaces shall be a minimum 92% AFUE.
Tier 2 rebated furnaces shall be a minimum 95% AFUE and have multistage gas valves and ECM motors.
o Multi-stage thermostat required
Total External Static Pressure should not exceed manufacturer’s spec
without investigating cause and correcting if possible.
Tier 2 Furnace replacements with a TESP exceeding 0.8 i.w.c. will
not qualify for a rebate.
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•

•
•

Combustion Safety
Test required. Record
results on Appendix
F.
No CST required if all
appliances in CAZ are
sealed combustion.
Complete EW-H
Furnace
Commissioning Form
Appendix D and return
with rebate application.

•

Must use window wrap
approved by the manufacturer;
typically, urethane sealant.
Use AAMA or manufacturer
approved Low expansive foams
to air seal windows in the
opening.

If orphaned water heater does
not pass combustion safety
test, the homeowner must sign
Post-Improvement Carbon
Monoxide Disclosure Form,
and the service provider must
present the homeowner with
options to eliminate back
drafting. Here are some
options:
Diagnose cause of negative
pressure in the CAZ and
propose mitigation.
Replace the atmospheric
water heater with a sealed
combustion water heater
that will qualify for our
rebate. The old vent must
be capped on both ends or
removed and firestop the
chase.
Re- line or resized the vent
to avoid excess spillage
from back drafting. Vent
liner sized per liner
manufacturer installation
sizing tables for water

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Field Manual, Notes

•

Hydronic systems must
be evaluated by an EWHydronic Specialty
Service provider

•
•
•
•
•
•

Replacement
Gas Boiler

•

•
New AC
Installation
or Replacing
AC System

•

Central split AC systems
only
Existing AC must be
SEER 10 or <, OR
replacement AC system is
at least 1 Ton smaller

•
•
•
•

Must be installed as sealed combustion: intake and exhaust piped to
outdoors.
Outdoor reset control integrated into design.
Initial adjustment of the modulating gas valve must match incoming gas
pressure with appropriate high and low fire outputs.
Program boiler computer to actual conditions, not default settings.
New boiler must be more than 10% more efficient than existing boiler.
Boiler over 85% efficient must have return water temps low enough
to condense; thus, receiving additional efficiency from
condensation.
Circulation pipes must be insulated when exposed in attics or crawl
spaces.

•

System must be right-sized using an ACCA approved Manual J block
load calculations, installed per ACCA Standard 5, and commissioned
with EW-H AC Commissioning Form.
AC systems > 115% of design cooling load: must provide equipment
performance data sheets with equipment selection highlighted per
Manual S.
AC system condenser, evaporator, and furnace must be AHRI
matched.
3 Tiers of rebates apply to either New or Replacement AC Installation:
Tier 1 is SEER 15, EER 12.5; Tier 2 is SEER 16, EER 12.5; Tier 3 is
SEER 17, EER 12.5

•
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•

•

Combustion Safety
Test required. Record
results on Appendix
F.
No CST required if all
appliances in CAZ are
sealed combustion.

Combustion Safety
Test required.
Record results on
Appendix F.
Complete Appendix E
and return with rebate
application.

heater BTU input and
height.
Add combustion air.

• Return water temps may not be
low enough with existing system
design for new high efficiency
boiler to condense. Thus,
eliminating efficiency gains.
• Need to determine suitability of
replacing the existing boiler:
what type and size of boiler to
replace it with, condensing high
efficiency, or mid-efficiency.
• Look at the type and the lineal
footage of existing convectors
for suitability with new high
efficiency boiler system that
operates at lower temps: may
cause over and under heating of
rooms.
• Baseboard convectors may
need replacement with a highcapacity model or increase the
overall length.
•
•

Outdoor temps must be >60
degrees F to commission.
If installed in winter months –
AC will still be applied for as a
rebate – to get the info in the
system – and will be completed
when warmer weather comes
around. If installed with furnace
– the furnace can be rebated at
time of install.

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure

Allowed in gas or
electrically heated homes
• Heat pump must be
evaluated by an EW-H
Heat Pump Service
provider
•

Heat Pump

•

Tier 3 must have 2 stage condensing unit and furnace with ECM motor
and shall not exceed .8 IWC TESP

•

Central System must be right-sized using ACCA approved Block Load
heat loss/gain calculations, installed per ACCA Standard 5 2010, and
commissioned with EW-H AC Commissioning Form
Determine if existing forced air system duct size is large enough for
heat pump
Min SEER of 14.5 & HSPF of 9.0
Can be standard heat pump, cold-climate air-source multi-stage heat
pump or ground source heat pump
Cold source shall be defined by NEEP
https://neep.org/sites/default/files/media-files/cold_climate_airsource_heat_pump_specification-version_3.1_update_.pdf

•
•
•
•

•

Ductless
Mini Split

Allowed in gas or
electrically heated home

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

•

•

Min SEER of 16 & HSPF of 9.5or higher
Can be standard or cold climate

•

•

Cold-climate multi-stage heat pump as defined by NEEP
https://neep.org/sites/default/files/media-files/cold_climate_airsource_heat_pump_specification-version_3.1_update_.pdf

•
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Field Manual, Notes

Complete EW-H AC
Commissioning Form
Appendix E and return
with rebate application.

.
Complete EWH AC
Commissioning Form
Appendix E2.
No Manual J required.

This can be AC Only

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure
•

Replacing natural draft
vented water heater, or
electric water heater.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replacement
Gas Water
Heater

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

Replacement gas water heater must be power vented, direct vented, or
high efficiency sealed combustion.
Tier 1: Power Vented water heaters must have an EF > 0.67.
Tier 2: Direct Vented water heaters must have an EF > 0.67.
Tier 3: High efficiency sealed combustion must have an EF > 0.82.
Direct vent and high efficiency sealed combustion must have both
intake and exhaust piped to exterior.
Cap or remove combustion air ducts if all appliances in CAZ are sealed
combustion.
Do a combustion analysis test verifying the installation meets
manufacturer’s specifications.

•

•

Combustion Safety
Test required.
Record results on
Appendix F
No CST required if all
appliances in CAZ are
sealed combustion.

Field Manual, Notes

•

•

•

•
•

•

Heat Pump
Water Heater

Gas or electrically heated
home

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tier 1 - UEF ≥ 2.0 (This is where E-Star begins)
Tier 2 - UEF ≥ 3.0
Max 2 per home.
50 & 80 gallon tanks allowed
Unit must have enough volume of air around it.
Do not install in small closets.

•

•

•
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Will solve back-drafting /
combustion product spillage in
houses with combustion safety
problems.
Power vented tank helps with
combustion safety; still requires
combustion air ducts to CAZ; no
efficiency gain over current
standard efficiency tank.
Direct vent tank solves
combustion safety problems;
eliminates combustion air ducts;
is cheaper than high efficiency;
no efficiency gain over current
standard efficiency tank
Direct vent intake and exhaust
terminations must be a minimum
22” above grade.
High efficiency sealedcombustion tank and tankless
units mitigate combustion safety
problems; eliminates need for
combustion air supply ducts.
Will solve back-drafting /
combustion product spillage in
houses with combustion safety
problems
This product will remove heat
from the space it’s installed in
as well as dehumidify the air –
keep this in mind when
deciding on its location.
These units generate noise of
about 50 db (same as
refrigerator)

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure
•

Whole House
Fan

New or replacement of old
whole house fans without
motorized
damper/insulated cover.

•
•
•
•
•

•

Non-programmable, nonSmart thermostat being
replaced

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

•
•

Fans must have motorized, insulated doors or dampers, which shut
and seal after every use. (Airscape or Tamarack brands)
Provide adequate attic venting per fan manufacturer, unless exhaust
vent can be terminated outside the attic.
Insulation shall be prevented from being blown out of its original
position. A netting system may be necessary to hold the insulation in
place during operation. Soffit’s ventilation into attic shall be maintained.
Point the fan upwards slightly toward the roof deck.
Old, non-qualifying whole house fans must be removed and the space
air sealed and insulated per IECC as adopted by AHJ.
New thermostat must be smart thermostat and installed in a manner
where all of the features are available.
Thermostat must be clearly called out on invoice.

Smart
Thermostat
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•

Commissioning form
being developed –
check in with Program
Manager

Field Manual, Notes

•
•
•

Quiet fans that seal well and
move low CFM
Multiple units may be required to
provide comfort.
Service provider shall educate
homeowner on its proper use.

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Existing Conditions

Efficiency
Measure
•

Any exterior door qualifies
for replacement.

Exterior
Doors
(hinged doors
on the
exterior of the
home or
between
home and
unconditioned
space, i.e.,
garage.)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Per ASHRAE 62.2-2010
calculation, home requires
mechanical ventilation.

Post-installation Tests

Installation Standards

•

Door installations must be completed by EW-H certified window
installers.
Replacement doors must meet Northern Climate Zone Energy Star
requirements to qualify for our incentives
Door installation must meet AAMA standards and must meet AAMA
design standards for water and air infiltration.
Replacement doors must be properly insulated, and air sealed in the
opening with low expansive foams.
Flashing tapes are not required around doors installed between garage
and home.
Photo-Documentation is required for all door rebates. This can be as
simple as taking a picture with your phone during the installation
process. We are not expecting a photo of each door - however, we will
need to see enough proof to verify the install method and to easily be
able to identify the home from the photo.

Install Ventilation per ASHRAE 62.2-2010 mechanical ventilation
requirements.

Mechanical
Ventilation

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
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Appendix F – Window
version must be
signed by customer

Field Manual, Notes

Combustion Safety
Test required. Record
results on Appendix F
Commission any
installed ventilation
system (Exhaust only,
Supply only,
balanced)
Measure all system
airflows to verify they
meet ASHRAE 62.2
ventilation
requirements
Document intake
and/or exhaust flow
rates for rebate
application submittal

•

We highly recommend you
purchase the AAMA Installation
Masters Replacement Program
Installer Training Manual
(2020). This is currently
required reading for all new
window contractors and is the
basis for Efficiency Works
window installation standards.
Must use window wrap
approved by the manufacturer;
typically, urethane sealant.
Use AAMA or manufacturer
approved Low expansive
foams to air seal doors in the
opening.

Below are “BEST PRACTICES”
recommendations and specific
requirements for each system
type:
Exhaust-Only Ventilation:
Can potentially
depressurize CAZ leading
to back drafting.
As long as CAZ
depressurization is within
BPI standards and the
Combustion Safety Test
passes worst-case, then
Exhaust-Only Ventilation is
a viable solution.
Garage must be air sealed
from home so that the
garage does not become
the source of makeup air.

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Efficiency
Measure

Existing Conditions

Installation Standards

Post-installation Tests

Field Manual, Notes
•

•
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Balanced Heat Recovery
Ventilators (HRV), and Energy
Recovery Ventilators (ERV):
Pollutant source point intake is
preferred but not always
possible
- Exhaust ducted balanced
systems:
° Furnace fan need not run
continuously: intermittent
operation/increased
speed for on-demand fan
operation ok
° Furnace fan should be
interlocked w/ HRV/ERV
for proper air distribution
° ECM motor required
when furnace is used for
ventilation,
° ECM motors required
with HRV/ERV
ventilation systems.
° Defrost must be with
conditioned air, not
electric resistance heat
strips.
° Airflow commissioning
required
Exhaust-Only Ventilation
Systems: Not appropriate for
homes with fireplaces or open
combustion appliances unless
CAZ pressures are within BPI
standards and Combustion
Safety Test passes in worstcase.
- Multi-port exhaust ventilator

Appendix A: Final installation standards
Efficiency
Measure

Existing Conditions

Installation Standards

Post-installation Tests

Field Manual, Notes
Includes remote attic
mounted fans with
multiple drops to
bathrooms and other
pollutant generating
sources (except areas w/
gas or wood burning
appliances)
° Can have continuous or
intermittent run times
° If fan is in continuous
operation, must have a
DC motor.
- Single port fans
° ENERGY STAR qualified
bath or kitchen fans
° Quality insulated ducting
° Can have continuous or
intermittent run times
° If fan is in continuous
operation, must have a
DC motor.
Supply Ventilation
- ECM motor required where
furnace is used for
ventilation,
- Do not use in continuous
operation: can over
ventilate/pressurize the
house, which may cause
moisture condensation
damage inside exterior
assemblies.
- Use Fan Cycler to control
ventilation; a motorized
damper on insulated outdoor
air intake duct opens when
the furnace/air-handler
°

•
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Appendix A: Final installation standards
Efficiency
Measure

Existing Conditions

Installation Standards

Post-installation Tests

Field Manual, Notes

-
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blower operates, and/or a
specified amount of time per
hour.
Outdoor air duct connects to
the furnace return air far
enough from furnace to
temper cold air so air
reaching the heat exchanger
is not less than OEM
minimum specification. Slope
first 4’ of intake duct towards
outside, use balancing
damper

Appendix B: combustion safety testing process (cst)
Assessment CST Process:
▪

▪
▪

Assessor performs the following tests:
1. Gas Leak Detection
2. Worst Case Depressurization Test
3. Carbon Monoxide (CO) Test in vent pipe
4. Spillage and Draft Test
Assessor records results on audit data sheet for installation contractor’s use.
Assessor will follow Building Performance Institute’s (BPI) Building Analyst Legacy
Standards Combustion Safety Test Action Levels:

CO Test Result*

And/Or

Spillage and Draft
Test Results



Fails at Worst Case Only



Fails at Natural Conditions



Between 9 & 35 ppm ambient CO in breathing
zone



> 35 ppm ambient CO in breathing zone



0 - 100 ppm

And

Passes



>100 ppm

And

Passes



>200 ppm

And

Passes



0 - 400 ppm

And

Passes



>400 ppm

Passes

Retrofit Action
Recommend that spillage problem be fixed. Have owner sign disclosure
form.
Turn off the appliance. Have the owner call for service immediately. Have
owner sign disclosure form.
Advise homeowner that CO has been detected. Recommend
all CO sources checked and windows/doors opened.
Abort the test. Turn off the appliance, ventilate the space, and evacuate
the building. Have owner call for service immediately and sign disclosure
form.
No Signature – Refer to back for Possible Recommendations
Work may not proceed until the system is serviced and the problem is
corrected. (Atmospheric DHW only)
Have owner sign disclosure form.
Work may not proceed until the system is serviced and the problem is
corrected. (Cat 3 & 4 DHW only)
Have owner sign disclosure form.
No Signature (Boilers and Furnaces only) Refer to back for Possible
Recommendations
Work may not proceed until the system is serviced and the problem is
corrected. (Boilers and Furnaces only)

*CO measurements for undiluted flue gases in the vent at steady state.

NOTICE: As of 7/1/15 all sealed combustion equipment tested in the EW program will be referenced
to the ASNI/BSR AZ223.1/NFPA 54 CO Threshold Chart. This means that water heaters will be
allowed to up to 200 ppm CO (Air Free) and boilers and furnaces will be allowed up to 400 ppm CO
(Air Free). All other equipment will be referenced to the BPI Building Analyst Legacy Standard. See
table at end of this document.

Post-Installation CST Process:
Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide

Appendix B: combustion safety testing process (cst)
Installation contractor performs worst case depressurization and spillage test as well as spillage
test under natural conditions if needed (see flow chart below) after the following installations:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Air Sealing
Conditioned Crawl Space Insulation
Cold Crawlspace Insulation
Basement Wall Insulation
Cantilever Floor Insulation
Floor Over Garage Insulation
Exterior Frame Wall Insulation
Masonry Exterior Wall Insulation

•
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Attic Insulation (Flat Ceiling)
Attic Knee Wall Insulation
Cathedral Ceiling Insulation
Replacement Gas Furnace
Replacement Gas Boiler
Replacement Water Heater
Duct Sealing
Mechanical Ventilation

Worst Case Depressurization and Spillage Test

Passes
Record CST
results on
Appendix F

Fails
Proceed with
Spillage Test under
Natural Conditions

Spillage Test under Natural Conditions

Passes
▪ Notify customer of the following
options:
1. Replace appliance with model
less vulnerable to spillage.
2. Obtain additional diagnostics to
determine cause of spillage.
▪ Record CST results on Appendix F.

Fails
▪ Notify customer of the following
options:
1. Replace appliance with model less
vulnerable to spillage.
2. Obtain additional diagnostics to
determine cause of spillage.
▪ Record CST results on Appendix F.
▪ Customer referred to Participating
Contractors to remedy spillage
problem.

Referred contractor corrects spillage
problem and repeats CST process.
Record results on Appendix F
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Appendix B: combustion safety testing process (cst)
Overall combustion safety review:

Question: What appliances are required to be tested?
Answer: Only atmospheric ones (Category 1)
Question: What are the four required components of the required combustion test?
Answer:
•
•
•
•

Worst Case Depressurization (Record with DG-700 or manometer)
Spillage Testing (with mirror or smoke)
Undiluted CO Testing (with Combustion Analyzer)
Capture results on Appendix F – Discuss results with customer

Question: When do I need to test the equipment under Natural Conditions?
Answer: Only when the appliance fails Worst Case spillage.
Question: What happens if the appliance fails spillage under Worst Case/Natural Conditions?
Answer: Both situations mean you need to talk to the homeowner about possible next steps to
improve the results. Please remember that a spillage failure at Natural conditions is a VERY SERIOUS
situation that you need to be very clear about not operating the device until it is fixed by a qualified
professional.
Question: Do we have to get Appendix F signed by the homeowner if the appliance fails testing?
Answer: The advisors will handle getting the final signature on Appendix F – However, you will still be
required to provide your relevant test results on the Rebate application (you will see Appendix F there
now) and you must discuss any failures with the homeowner immediately after finding the results.
Question: Are there ever situations where we do not have to perform the Combustion Safety Testing?
Answer Part 1: The following measures are exempt from testing if they are the only measure being
installed.
•
•
•
•

Whole House Fan
Window replacements
Blower Motor Replacements
New AC or Heat Pump or Evaporative Coolers

Answer Part 2: The following scenarios do not have to be tested.
•
•
•

80% Furnace in crawlspace with independent flue
80% Furnace in an attic with independent flue
Sealed combustion equipment only
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Appendix B: combustion safety testing process (cst)
TECHNOLOGY
Atmospheric DHW
Atmospheric DHW
Atmospheric DHW
Sealed DHW (this
includes tankless)
Sealed DHW (this
includes tankless)
Sealed DHW (this
includes tankless)
Atmospheric 70% 80% Furnace
Atmospheric 70% 80% Furnace
Atmospheric 70% 80% Furnace
Sealed
Combustion
Furnace
Sealed
Combustion
Furnace
Sealed
Combustion
Furnace
Atmospheric
Boiler
Atmospheric
Boiler
Atmospheric
Boiler
Sealed
Combustion Boiler
Sealed
Combustion Boiler
Sealed
Combustion Boiler

ORIGINAL APPROACH
less than 26 ppm (as measured) - No Action
26-100 ppm (as measured) - recommend
tune up and get signature
100+ ppm (as measured) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

CURRENT APPROACH
less than 26 ppm (air free) - No Action
26-100 ppm (air free) - recommend tune up
and get signature
100+ ppm (air free) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

less than 26 ppm (as measured) - No Action

less than 26 ppm (air free) - No Action

26-100 ppm (as measured) - recommend
tune up and get signature
100+ ppm (as measured) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

200+ ppm (air free) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

less than 26 ppm (as measured) - No Action

less than 26 ppm (air free) - No Action

26-199 ppm (air free) - No Action

26-100 ppm (as measured) - recommend
tune up and get signature
100+ ppm (as measured) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

400+ ppm (air free) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

less than 26 ppm (as measured) - No Action

less than 26 ppm (air free) - No Action

26-100 ppm (as measured) - recommend
tune up and get signature

26-399 ppm (air free) - No Action

100+ ppm (as measured) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

400+ ppm (air free) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

less than 26 ppm (as measured) - No Action

less than 26 ppm (air free) - No Action

26-399 ppm (air free) - No Action

26-100 ppm (as measured) - recommend
tune up and get signature
100+ ppm (as measured) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

400+ ppm (air free) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

less than 26 ppm (as measured) - No Action

less than 26 ppm (air free) - No Action

26-100 ppm (as measured) - recommend
tune up and get signature
100+ ppm (as measured) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved
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26-399 ppm (air free) - No Action

26-399 ppm (air free) - No Action
400+ ppm (air free) - STOP WORK - get
signature - no rebate can be paid unless this
is resolved

Appendix C: Documentation checklist for rebates
This is a checklist of required documentation when applying for
Efficiency Works Retrofit Program rebates.

Air sealing

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Garage-to-house connection

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Conditioned crawlspace insulation

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Basement wall insulation

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Cantilever floor insulation

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Floor over garage insulation

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Appendix F -Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Exterior frame wall insulation

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Attic insulation - flat ceiling

Invoice - Clearly calling out program measures by name
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Appendix C: Documentation checklist for rebates
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Attic knee wall and skylight shaft

Invoice - Clearly calling out program measures by name
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Cathedral ceiling insulation

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Window Replacement (Including Sliding Glass Doors)

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Photo Documentation of the Window Install (photos during install)
NFRC Labels for All Glass (This can be photos or scans)
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions, Appendix F (window version) & Certificate of
Completion signed by customer

Exterior Door (hinged doors on the exterior of the home or between home
and unconditioned space, i.e., garage.)

Invoice - Clearly calling out Program Measures by Name
Photo Documentation of the Window Install (photos during install)
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions, Appendix F (window version) & Certificate of
Completion signed by customer

Replacement Gas Furnace

Invoice with equipment size, manufacturer, model number, and efficiency (AFUE), gas stages
and blower type
Appendix D - Furnace Commissioning Form
Manual J ACCA Approved - summary report
AHRI Documentation
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer

Replacement Gas Boiler

Invoice with equipment size, manufacturer, model number, and efficiency (AFUE), gas stages
and pump type
Manual J ACCA Approved - summary report
AHRI Documentation
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
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Appendix C: Documentation checklist for rebates
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer

New AC Installation or Replacement AC

Appendix E - AC Commissioning Form
Invoice with equipment size, manufacturer, model number (both evaporator and condenser),
and efficiency SEER, EER
AHRI Documentation
Appendix F -Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Manual J ACCA Approved - summary report
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer

Ductless Mini - Splits

Invoice with equipment size, manufacturer, model number (both evaporator and condenser),
and efficiency SEER,HSPF
Appendix E-2 Ductless CX form
AHRI Documentation
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer

Heat Pump - Split Systems

Commissioning Form Has Been Completed - Appendix E
Invoice with equipment size, manufacturer, model number (both evaporator and condenser),
and efficiency SEER,HSPF
AHRI Documentation
Manual J ACCA Approved - summary report
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer

Advanced Evaporative Cooler

Invoice with the equipment size, manufacturer, model and exhaust flow rate
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer

Replacement Gas Water Heater
Invoice with the equipment size, manufacturer, model, energy factor (EF), and water heater
type
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer

Heat Pump Water Heater

Invoice with the equipment size, manufacturer, model #
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer

Whole House Fan

Invoice with the equipment size, manufacturer, model #
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
Appendix F - Post Improvement Carbon Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure
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Appendix C: Documentation checklist for rebates
Photo Documentation of Before and After Work

Mechanical Ventilation

Invoice with the equipment size, manufacturer, model #
Combustion Safety Testing Completed and Recorded -Appendix F
Customer Paperwork: Terms and Conditions & Certificate of Completion signed by customer
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Appendix D: furnace commissioning form
Customer Name (print):_______________________________________
Date:__________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________
Company Performing Commissioning: __________________________________________________________
Technician Name (print): _______________________Technician Signature: ____________________________
Location of Furnace: _____________________ Accessible Returns Sealed? _____________________________
Furnace Information:

(Single Stage Only: fill in @ High Fan Speed. Multi-stage: fill in @ Low & High Fan Speeds)

Manufacturer: __________________ Model #: _________________________ Size: _________________ Btuh
Is the Furnace Multi-stage?: ___________ Does furnace have communicating thermostat?: _______________
Fuel Type:____________________________
ECM or other DC motor used?: ____________
Are Furnace Vents Sized, Supported, and Terminated per OEM and International Residential Code?: ________

LOW SPEED MEASUREMENTS
Rated Gas Pressure (IWC): _______ Measured Gas Pressure (IWC): ________ Within OEM range? __________
Temp Rise on Name Plate: _______ Measured Temp Rise: ___________
Within OEM range?: _________
Blower Amps: _________
Furnace Flue Gas CO Readings (CO air free ppm): ____________________
Air Flow Evaluation (Energy Conservatory Flow Plate REQUIRED)
Method used to measure Indicated air flow: ___________________
Manometer used ________________
With DG-2, DM-2, or other pressure gauges, convert pressure to Indicated air flow per TrueFLow Appendix A.
Indicated Air Flow Fan Speed CFM: ____________
Air Density Factor (Table C.1.c): ______________
Convert Indicated air flow to Volumetric air flow
Volumetric Air Flow (CFM x Air Density Factor) Fan Speed CFM: _________________________
HIGH SPEED MEASUREMENTS
Rated Gas Pressure(IWC): _______ Measured Gas Pressure (IWC): _______ Within OEM range?: __________
Temp Rise on Name Plate: _______ Measured Temp Rise: _________
Within OEM range?: ____________
Blower Amps: _________
Furnace Flue Gas CO Readings (CO air free ppm): ___________________
Is CO within accepted range at high fire? (less than 400): ________________________
Combustion Efficiency: __________
Method or Equipment Used: _____________________________
Air Flow Evaluation (Energy Conservatory Flow Plate REQUIRED)
Method used to measure Indicated air flow: ___________________
Manometer used ________________
With DG-2, DM-2, or other pressure gauges, convert pressure to Indicated air flow per TrueFLow Appendix A.
Indicated Air Flow Fan Speed CFM: ____________ Air Density Factor (Table C.1.c): ______________
Convert Indicated air flow to Volumetric air flow
Volumetric Air Flow (CFM x Air Density Factor) Fan Speed CFM: _________________________
Total External Static Pressure Evaluation
Supply Air ESP @ High Heat Fan Speed (IWC): ______ Return Air ESP @ High Fan Speed (IWC): ____________
Factory Rated Maximum TESP (IWC): ___________
Measured TESP@ High Fan Speed (IWC): ___________
Pressure drop across filter (IWC): ______________
Pressured drop across coil if present (IWC): _________
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Appendix E2 ‐ ductless minisplit commissioining form
Customer Name: __________________________________________________________
Date: ________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Installing Company: __________________________________
Installing Technician: ________________

DUCTLESS HEAT PUMP
Section 1. HVAC Service Provider Checklist Please complete the following section.
Outdoor Unit

□
□
□
□
□
□

Unobstructed airflow
Level
Does not interfere with walkway, porch, window or door
Installed at a servicable height
Secured to wall or stable base
Protected by rain cap (required if installed under roof drip line)

Line Set
Manufacturer specified lengths (feet): Minimum:______ Maximum with factory charge:______ Maximum:______
Maximum line set for factory charge (manufacturer): ______
Actual line set length: ______

□
□

Refrigerant added, if required by manufacturer: ______ Pounds

______ Ounces _______ NA

Line set purged with nitrogen, pressure tested & evacuated with pump per manufacturer's instructions.
MFG Guideline

Actual

Pressure test pressure (PSI)
Duration (minutes)

□
□
□
□
□

MFG Guideline
# of evacuations performed
Vacuum Level (microns)

Flare connections tightened using manufacturer's torque specification
Visible line sets run through line set covers with transition and termination fittings
Insulation covers full length of line sets (no exposed copper)
Floor/wall/ceiling penetrations sealed
Condensate line installed without dips or traps
Indoor Unit

□
□

Level
Adequate clearances for services and operation
Electrical Work

□
□
□

All electrical work performed by authorized electrician or as authorized by Electrician's board
Disconnect box wiring shock risk reduced by lock, strap tie and/or box that provides other means of protection
System
System was run in both heating and cooling modes to ensure proper operation

Trained Technician's Signature
Section 2. Homeowner Checklist Please check all boxes to confirm that all requirements have been met.

□
□
□
□

I have been supplied with an Owner's Manual for the heat pump
The installer taught me how to turn the heat pump on and off, clean the filter, switch between heating
and cooling modes, change the temperature set point, adust air flow direction, and call fall for services.
Noise and vibration levels are acceptable
Line set covers are aesthetically acceptable
Customer's Signature

Actual

Appendix E: commissioning form– residential air conditioners and heat pumps

Project Information

Indoor Measurements
( TF Manual Table C.1.c)

Job site address:

Return air DB temp (F): ______

Air Density Factor: _________

Customer name:

Supply air DB temp (F): __________

Commissioning company:

TrueFlow plate size:

20

If using manometer that is not a DG-700 - refer to the back of this
sheet
Indicated Air Flow CFM:

Technician name:
Technician signature:

Convert Indicated Air Flow to Volumetric Air Flow

Commissioning date:

Volumetric Air Flow CFM (CFM x Air Density Factor) CFM: ___________

Equipment Specifications
AC type:

14

Split

CFM per ton (ACFM/Nominal Ton):

Heat pump

Manufacturer + model

AHRI #_______________

CFM per ton is 350 to 500

Pass

Fail

Air handler: __________________________________________

External Static Pressures (IWC) (Diagram page 2)
Supply ESP: _________ Return ESP: _________ Total ESP: ________

Outdoor unit: ________________________________________

ECM only Total ESP is 0.80 IWC or lower

Indoor coil: __________________________________________

Blower speed setting (e.g. 2 of 5 would be medium-low):
Blower motor electrical power: ______V

Nominal capacity (tons):
Air handler blower motor type:

Compressor electrical power: ______V

Number of blower speed settings:
1

2

3

4

5

Fail

______A

Outdoor Measurements

ECM

PSC

Pass

______A

(Minimum 65 F unless otherwise stated by OEM)

Modulating

Condenser entering air temp (F):

Blower motor nameplate size (HP):

(Use 5000’ chart)

Compressor RLA (A): _____________

2 Stage?___________

Suction pressure (PSI): _______ Evap saturation temp (F): ______
Suction line temp (F):

Expansion valve
TXV only

TXV

Fixed orifice

TXV factory-installed

TXV only

TXV field-installed

(Use 5000’ chart)

Discharge pressure (PSI): _______ Cond saturation temp (F): ______
TXV only Liquid line temp (F):

Controls

(Condenser saturation T – Liquid line T)
TXV only Actual subcooling (F):
(Outdoor unit or OEM installation manual)

Tstat mfgr/model:
Tstat type:
Manual
Programmable
Communicating
Temperature setpoints:
Heating – occupied / unoccupied (F) ________ / ________

TXV only Target subcooling (F):
TXV only Actual SC is +/- 3 F of target, 2 F minimum

Pass

Fail

(Suction line T – Evaporator saturation T)

Cooling -- occupied / unoccupied (F) ________ / ________

Actual superheat (F):

Fan Setting:

(Fixed-orifice: OEM table lookup based on condenser EAT + return air WBT)
(TXV: OEM installation manual)

On

Auto

Fan “On” will significantly increase annual electricity consumption.

Fixed Orifice only Actual superheat is +/- 5 F of target

Building Owner / Representative Training
Did the building owner/representative receive training
on how to operate the new system?

Yes

No

Were pertinent manuals given to building owner or placed
in or near equipment for others to use?

Yes

Target superheat (F):

No

Efficiency Works Homes 2022 Service Provider Participant Guide

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

(Liquid line T – condenser EAT)
Approach method Actual approach (F):
(Outdoor unit or OEM installation manual)
Approach method Target approach (F):
Approach method Actual approach is +/- 1 F of target

1

Appendix E: commissioning form– residential air conditioners and heat pumps
Static Pressure Measurement

Measure
Supply P* = +______

Calculate
∆P AC coil = _____

Measure
Supply ESP = +______

Measure
Return P* = - _______

Calculate
∆P Filter = _______

Calculate
∆P Total ESP = ______

Test setup:
__ All registers open
__ Humidifier bypass closed
__ Zone dampers open
__ Fan speed at high stage cooling

Measure
Return ESP = - ______

* Measure NSOP and TFSOP in either of
these locations.

Measure static pressures in
units Inches Water Column
(IWC) . Label units above.

If you are not using the DG-700
(TF Manual Appendix B)
NSOP: _____ TFSOP: _____ Flow Resistance Correction Factor(FRCF): _________
Measured airflow, no corrections (SCFM): _______________
(Measured airflow x FRCF) Indicated airflow (SCFM): _________
(CFM x Air Density Factor) Volumetric airflow (ACFM): __________
This value should be transferred to the front of the sheet in the
Indicated Air Flow CFM section.

Abbreviations + Definitions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACFM: Actual CFM, volumetric airflow based on actual air density
Condenser EAT: Condenser Entering Air Temperature, typically equal to outdoor ambient air temperature
DBT: Dry-bulb temperature
External Static Pressure: static pressure measured external to air handler cabinet (not including filter or AC coil)
HEP: Fort Collins Utilities Home Efficiency Program
NSOP: Normal System Operating Pressure
OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturer
SCFM: Standard CFM, volumetric airflow assuming sea-level, 70 F air
TF: Energy Conservatory TrueFlow Air Handler Flow Meter
TFSOP: True Flow System Operating Pressure
WBT: Wet-bulb temperature
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Appendix F - Efficiency Works Retrofit
Program Post-Improvement Carbon
Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure

Your participating contractor has tested the functioning of the exhaust system of your gas furnace and/or
water heater to the standards of the Building Performance Institute. This includes a spillage (a.k.a. “back-drafting”)
test performed under two test conditions: natural conditions and worst-case conditions as well as undiluted and
ambient carbon monoxide (CO) measurements.

☐ Under worst-case conditions a potential carbon monoxide hazard has been identified in the home
Worst-case conditions occur when all exhaust systems (bathroom fans, stovetop fans, dryers, furnace, etc) are all
running at the same time. This simulates a depressurization condition where exhaust from gas burning appliances could
enter the living space.

☐

Under natural conditions a carbon monoxide hazard has been identified in the home
Natural conditions occur when all the systems in the home are operating in a manner most similar to the typical state
of the home. Failure under natural conditions means that exhaust from gas burning appliances is likely to enter the
living space regularly. Immediate actions should be taken to correct the spillage from the natural draft gas vent.

Breathing the exhaust from gas burning appliances is hazardous to your health. Carbon monoxide can be
fatal in high doses or cause chronic health problems in lower concentrations. Nitrogen oxides, which are irritants,
are also combustion by-products. Safe combustion means that there is little or no carbon monoxide production and
that 100% of the combustion products are vented to the outside at all times.

Your participating contractor has tested the amount of air leakage through your home’s exterior surfaces,
referred to as the “building envelope”. This test is used to estimate the heating and cooling energy cost savings
attributable to air-sealing measures, and to estimate the amount of available fresh air that enters the home through
leaks in the building envelope.
While home efficiency upgrades often focus on reducing air leaks as a key strategy for saving energy and
increasing comfort, these retrofits simultaneously reduce the amount of fresh air that is introduced into the home,
potentially leading to increased levels of moisture and pollutants in the indoor air. It is often recommended that,
when implementing air-sealing measures, a controlled mechanical ventilation system also be installed. It may seem
counterintuitive to seal leaks in the building envelope only to add a mechanical system to re-introduce fresh air;
however, this strategy maximizes energy savings while safeguarding indoor air quality. Relying on building envelope
air leakage alone to provide fresh air means that 1) the “fresh” air often enters through leaks from undesirable
locations such as an attached garage, crawl space, or attic, and 2) the more extreme the outdoor conditions
(extreme heat or cold, high winds, etc.), the more leakage occurs – leaving the home over-ventilated on the days and
nights when a minimum level of air leakage is advantageous. A mechanical ventilation system provides a consistent,
controlled amount of ventilation air to a tight and energy efficient home.

I understand there is a potential carbon monoxide hazard in my home.
(Contractor has provided Combustion Safety Details on page 2 of this document.)

__________________________

_____________________________________

Customer Name

Customer Signature
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________________
Date

Appendix F - Efficiency Works Retrofit
Program Post-Improvement Carbon
Monoxide and Ventilation Disclosure

Appliance 1:

_________________________

Worst Case Depressurization (Pa) [if measured]: ________
Natural draft gas appliance flue gas spillage time @ Worst Case?________

Pass Test?

YES

NO

Natural draft gas appliance flue gas spillage time @ Natural Conditions?________

Pass Test?

YES

NO

Note: Natural Conditions are only required if spillage fails Worst Case.
Water Heater Orphaned?

YES

NO

Has original flue been relined?

YES

NO

CO @ Steady State (ppm): _________

Existing Flue Size? _________
Ambient Carbon Monoxide (ppm): _________

Next Steps?

Appliance 2:

_________________________

Worst Case Depressurization (Pa) [if measured]: ________
Natural draft gas appliance flue gas spillage time @ Worst Case?________

Pass Test?

YES

NO

Natural draft gas appliance flue gas spillage time @ Natural Conditions?________

Pass Test?

YES

NO

Note: Natural Conditions are only required if spillage fails Worst Case.
Water Heater Orphaned?

YES

NO

Has original flue been relined?

YES

NO

CO @ Steady State (ppm): _________

Existing Flue Size? _________
Ambient Carbon Monoxide (ppm): _________

Next Steps?

Blower Door Pre:_______________________ Blower Door Post:____________________
%Difference:__________________________ Wind Conditions :_____________________

As the participating contractor in Efficiency Works, I acknowledge that I have tested the functioning of the
exhaust system of the gas furnace and/or water heater to the standards of the Building Performance Institute as called
out by Efficiency Works. This includes a spillage (a.k.a. “back-drafting”) test performed under two possible test
conditions: natural conditions and worst case conditions as well as undiluted and ambient carbon monoxide (CO)
measurements. I also acknowledge that I have discussed the results of those tests and any health/safety
issues with the homeowner directly.
_______________________________
CAZ Tester Name

___________________________________ ______________
CAZ Tester Signature

Contractor Notes:
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Date

Appendix F: windows post-improvement carbon monoxide and ventilation disclosure

Customer Name:___________________________ Customer Address:_____________________________________
Health and Safety Issues

Older windows can be the cause of comfort problems including cold surfaces and excessive air leakage. Fixing these air
leakage issues can cause a home to become tighter if all or most of the older windows are replaced with newer ones. A more
airtight home could potentially create difficulties for atmospherically vented HVAC equipment, including water heaters, to vent their
combustion gases outside the home. Atmospherically vented appliances depend on air coming into the house as fast as it goes out
to vent properly. The newer, tighter windows reduce much of the previous air leakage from occurring, which in some situations can
cause the combustion gases (including irritants such as Carbon Monoxide and Nitrogen Oxides) to be pulled back down the HVAC
equipment's flues/chimneys and into the home; a situation called back-drafting.
A basic Combustion Appliance Zone safety test (CAZ test) is the best way to ensure that all combustion equipment vents
properly after windows are replaced. The CAZ test verifies that space- and water-heating equipment successfully exhausts all
combustion gases while the house is in the worst-case scenario (i.e. being depressurized by bath fans, kitchen fans, and the main
blower of the furnace/AC). Please consider hiring a contractor to provide this service.
Additionally, it is important that the home have properly located, working Carbon Monoxide detectors. Breathing the
exhaust from gas burning appliances is hazardous to your health. Carbon monoxide can be fatal in high doses or cause chronic
health problems in lower concentrations. Safe combustion means there is little or no carbon monoxide production and that 100% of
the combustion products are vented to the outside at all times.

Building Envelope Tightness and Indoor Air Quality

While home efficiency upgrades often focus on reducing air leaks as a key strategy for saving energy and increasing
comfort, these retrofits simultaneously reduce the amount of fresh air that is introduced into the home, potentially leading to
increased levels of moisture and pollutants in the indoor air. It is often recommended that, when implementing air-sealing
measures, a controlled mechanical ventilation system also be installed. It may seem counterintuitive to seal leaks in the building
envelope only to add a mechanical system to re-introduce fresh air; however, this strategy maximizes energy savings while
safeguarding indoor air quality. Relying on building envelope air leakage alone to provide fresh air means that 1) the “fresh” air
often enters through leaks from undesirable locations, such as an attached garage, crawl space, or attic, and 2) the more extreme
the outdoor conditions (extreme heat or cold, high winds, etc.), the more leakage occurs, leaving the home over-ventilated on the
days and nights when a minimum level of air leakage is advantageous. A mechanical ventilation system provides a consistent,
controlled amount of ventilation air to a tight and energy efficient home.

Disclosures (Check all that apply)




I understand that Indoor Air Quality is tied to building tightness and that mechanical ventilation will often improve indoor air
quality. Further information on mechanical ventilation strategies and rates are available from an Efficiency Works Advisor.
In the event that my audit occurred prior to my window upgrade, I understand that it is advisable to hire a contractor to
conduct a follow up CAZ Test to ensure my combustion appliances are functioning properly with a tighter building
envelope.
In the event that my audit occurred after my window upgrade, I understand that the CAZ test recommendation has been
fulfilled.

_____________________________

__________________________________________

________________

Customer Name

Customer Signature

Date

Contractor Notes:
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Appendix G: mentoring requirements

Program mentoring requirements:
Completing the Efficiency Works Retrofit Program Service Provider enrollment requires
an Orientation, remote web-based training AND on-the-job mentoring with Efficiency
Works Homes’ Program Manager or other appointed staff.
Please call when scheduling the first few jobs to attempt to set up some mentoring-infield-verification (MIV) site visits. This will allow you to start the program on the right foot
by making sure you are doing the right things out of the gate.
To be checked off as fully enrolled you must be able to complete each item on the
energy efficiency measure as called out by the Efficiency Works Installation Standards
without assistance or guidance from the instructor. If you need help on items, the
session will serve as a mentoring session to help you refine your skills. If you have lots
of trouble completing the process on your own – additional mentoring sessions should
be requested.
To schedule mentoring contact:
John Fassler, Efficiency Works Technical Lead
phone: (970) 691-9671

email: jfas100@gmail.com

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide
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Appendix H: rebate matrix
This matrix summarizes information regarding Efficiency Works Retrofit Program rebates
Some improvements may also qualify for other rebates. Consult with the project’s Home
Efficiency Advisor (HEA) to see what other rebates may be available.
Eligibility requirements
• Rebates are available for improvements to existing (greater than one year old) singlefamily detached homes and attached townhomes with individual heating systems. Multifamily homes or homes less than one year old are not included.
• Rebates can be used for improvements to owner-occupied and rental properties
receiving electric service from Estes Park Power & Communications, Fort Collins Utilities,
Longmont Power & Communications, or Loveland Water and Power.
• An Efficiency Works Retrofit Program Energy Assessment is required as a prerequisite
before efficiency improvement measures are installed (except for emergency
replacement of windows, HVAC or DWH equipment, which may be installed prior to the
performance of an Efficiency Works Retrofit Program Energy Assessment. The
assessment must still take place prior to the issuance of rebates. (Exception: Starting
2017 HVAC rebates will no longer be required have an assessment)
• Improvements must be installed by contractors included on the applicable Efficiency
Works Participating Contractor List (https://efficiencyworks.org/resources/find-a-serviceprovider/ As these lists will be periodically updated, be sure the version you’re using is
current. Homeowner installations do not qualify for rebates.
• Improvements must be installed in accordance with the details of the Efficiency Works
Retrofit Program Installation Standards. This is the contractor’s responsibility. Key
aspects of the Installation Standards are shown below as “Requirements.”
• Following any retrofit, which may impact the building shell tightness, a blower door test out is
required (as indicated in the “Post-installation Tests column”).
• Where any building envelope improvement measures (attic insulation, frame wall
insulation, window replacement, etc.) are undertaken, the corresponding building
component(s) must be durably air sealed. In addition, for buildings with an air leakage
rate greater than 3.0 ACH50 as determined at the time of the Efficiency Works Retrofit
Program Energy Assessment, the envelope air leakage rate must be reduced. This is
applicable to all homes where building envelope improvements are made – not just
for homes where air-sealing rebates are sought.
• Any time the combustion safety test results in spillage at natural conditions, the problem
must be corrected before a rebate will be approved.
Special conditions that exist as follows
• Estes Park rebates are only applicable for homes with electric heat.
Questions
Contact Scott Suddreth at 970-290-9723
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Appendix H: rebate matrix
Efficiency Works Retrofit Program Rebates
Efficiency
Measure
Air Sealing

Requirements
and Options
• Existing: All houses with
an ACH50 of greater than
3.0 are eligible
• Combustion safety test
required

Rebate Amounts for
Gas-heated Homes 1
Rebate amount varies with %
reduction in house shell leakage:
• Tier 1, > 15% - $110
• Tier 2, > 25% - $220
• Tier 3, > 33% - $330
• Tier 4, > 50% - $440

Rebate
Amounts for
Electric-heated
Homes
Rebate amount
varies with %
reduction in
house shell
leakage:
• Tier 1, > 15% $220
• Tier 2, >25% $330
• Tier 3, >33% $440
• Tier 4, >50% $550

1

Note special condition for Estes Park in the Eligibility Requirements section
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Appendix H: rebate matrix
Conditioned • Existing: uninsulated or
Rim joist
Crawl
poorly installed insulation
Space
$0.55/sq.ft., max $550
• Rim joist insulation and
Insulation
air sealing, foundation
wall insulation, and
moisture/soil gas barrier
must meet EW-H
Installation Standards to
qualify for a rebate.
Foundation wall
• Evidence of moisture
•
$0.83/sq.ft.,
max $495
requires extension of
moisture/soil gas barrier
up the foundation wall to
the sill plate as well as
provision for means of
sub-barrier moisture
removal.
• Rim joist: foam board or
spray foam insulation to
current IECC R-value
requirements, air seal
• Foundation wall –
options (insulation
levels must meet current
IECC R-value
requirements):
- Insulate on interior with
un-faced batts or
perforated vinyl faced
fiberglass blanket, closed
cell foam board or spray
foam with ignition barrier
(except where exempt per
ICC-ES).
- Insulate on exterior with
foam board down to top of
footing. Protect above
grade

Rim joist
• $0.83/sq.ft., max
$825

Foundation wall
• $0.83/sq.ft., max
$495

• Combustion safety test
required
Efficiency
Measure

Requirements
and Options

Rebate Amounts for
Gas-heated Homes

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Participant Guide

Rebate
Amounts for
Electric-heated
Homes

Appendix H: rebate matrix
Basement
Wall
Insulation

• Existing: Basement walls
are uninsulated.
• Existing moisture
problems must be
mitigated and any
foundation cracks
sealed
• Rim joist: closed cell
foam board or spray foam
to meet current IECC Rvalue requirements; air
seal foundation plate
• Foundation wall
insulation:
- On interior, options:

Rim joist
• $0.83/sq.ft., max $495

Rim joist
• $0.83/sq.ft., max
$495

Foundation wall
• $0.83/sq.ft., max $495

Foundation wall
• $.83/sq.ft., max
$495

• 1” XPS or EPS foam
board against
foundation wall +
unfaced R-13
fiberglass batts in
finished frame wall
• Continuous spray
foam or foam board
to IECC R-value
requirements with
thermal barrier.
• Continuous batt R13 vinyl batt –
must tape all
seams.
• Combustion safety test
required
Cantilever
Floor
Insulation

• No restriction on
existing condition
• Air seal exterior and
interior
• Any water pipes must be
located in top ½ of floor
joist cavity or drywall must
be removed and netting
installed below water
pipes before insulating
• Combustion safety test
required

$0.55/ sq.ft.,
max of $220
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$.83/ sq.ft.,
max of $330

Appendix H: rebate matrix
Efficiency
Measure

Requirements
and Options

Rebate Amounts for
Gas-heated Homes

Rebate Amounts
for
Electric-heated
Homes

Floor
Over Garage
Insulation

• Existing: Insulation does not fill
floor cavity
• Any water pipes must be located
in top ½ of floor joist cavity or
drywall must be removed and
netting installed below water
pipes before insulating
• Floor joist cavities used as return
air ducts must be sealed from
floor cavity being insulated
• Any drywall removed from ceiling
must be restored to current code
compliance
• Combustion safety test
required

$0.55/ sq.ft.,
max of $220

$.83/ sq.ft.,
max of $330

Exterior
Frame
Wall
Insulation

• Existing: R-9 or less
• Must air seal all wall assembly
openings (windows, doors &
electrical boxes) prior to dense
packing walls
• Completely fill all stud cavities
• Cloth sheathed electrical wiring
must be evaluated by a licensed
electrician prior to insulating
• Knob and tube wiring must be
abandoned or replaced prior to
insulating
• Combustion safety test
required

$0.55/sq.ft.
(net wall area),
max of $550

$.83/sq.ft.
(net wall area),
max of $825
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Appendix H: rebate matrix
Efficiency
Measure

Requirements
and Options

Rebate Amounts for
Gas-heated Homes

Rebate Amounts
for
Electric-heated
Homes

Attic
Insulation
(Flat Ceiling)

• Existing: Insulation < R-30
• Final insulation must >R-49
• Baffles at all exterior top plate
soffit vent locations & insulation
stops to minimize wind washing
• Must air seal ceiling thermal bypasses
• Must install missing air barriers or
insulation on knee walls and
skylights.
• Must repair duct problems in attic
before insulating
• All exhaust fan ducts must
terminate on the exterior of the
building
• Combustion safety test
required

$0.33/sq.ft.
of flat attic area,
max $550

$0.55/sq.ft.
of flat attic area,
max $825

Attic Knee
Wall
Insulation

• Insulation must be installed to
RESNET Grade I
• Final insulation level to meet
current IECC R-value
requirements
- If already insulated, add R11 spray foam, foam board or
vinyl faced fiberglass blanket
over existing insulation. Spray
foam & foam board requires
ignition barrier (except where
exempt per ICC-ES).
- If uninsulated, first fill cavity,
then add R-11 spray foam,
foam board or vinyl faced
fiberglass blanket to the cold
side of the framing. Spray
foam & foam board requires
ignition barrier (except where
exempt per ICC-ES).
• Combustion safety test
required

Already Insulated
$0.55/sq.ft.
of knee wall area,
max $825

Already Insulated
$0.55/sq.ft.
of knee wall area,
max $825

Uninsulated
$0.83/sq.ft.
of knee wall area,
max $825

Uninsulated
$0.83/sq.ft.
of knee wall area,
max $825
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Appendix H: rebate matrix
Rebate Amounts
for
Gas-heated
Homes

Rebate
Amounts for
Electricheated
Homes

• No minimum existing insulation
• No interior Class I vapor retarders
• Cathedral ceiling insulation requirements:
- Install continuous, external R-20 insulation
above the structural roof sheathing (and
covered with IRC approved roofing material)
- Completely fill rafter cavity below structural
roof sheathing with dense-packed short fiber
fiberglass
- Air seal ceiling and can lights as appropriate
• Combustion safety test required

$0.55/sq.ft.
max of $550

$.83/sq.ft.
max of $825

Conditioned • All existing insulation must be removed from
Attics
the attic floor (vacuum out all blown
(Unvented
insulation)
Attics with
- Minimum R-30 on underside of roof
Spray Foam
deck
on the
- An ignition barrier is required to
Underside of
cover all exposed foam
the Roof
- All attic ventilation (soffit, gable, roof
Deck)
vents) must be removed or sealed.

$0.55/sq.ft.
max $550

$0.83/sq.ft.
max $825

Window
and/or
Sliding
Glass Door
Replacement

Existing: Windows and sliding glass doors
must be single pane, clear glass or metal
framed
Exterior walls and existing window frames
left in place must be insulated and air sealed
Windows and sliding glass doors must be
ENERGY STAR® qualified for our northern
climate, with a low maintenance exterior

$2.50/sq.ft.,
max $750

$3.75/sq.ft.,
max $1,000

Any exterior door qualifies for replacement
Door installations must be completed by
EW-H certified window installers.
Replacement doors must meet Northern
Climate Zone Energy Star requirements to
qualify for our incentives:

$3.75/sq. ft
max $250

$3.75/sq. ft
max $250

Efficiency
Measure
Cathedral
Ceiling
Insulation

Requirements
and Options

•
•
•

https://www.energystar.gov/products/building_products/residential
_windows_doors_and_skylights/key_product_criteria

Exterior
Doors

•
•
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Appendix H: rebate matrix
Efficiency
Measure

Requirements
and Options

Rebate Amounts for
Gas-heated Homes

Rebate Amounts
for
Electric-heated
Homes

Replacement • Existing: Furnace with AFUE
Gas
<90% may upgrade to Tier 1 or
Furnace 2
Tier 2
• Existing: Furnace efficiency
AFUE >90% must either increase
efficiency to Tier 2 or if already at
Tier 2 efficiency must move from
PSC to ECM blower.
• Furnaces must be sized by ACCA
approved Manual J software &
commissioned
• Must be sealed combustion with
intake & exhaust to outside
• Tier 2 furnace must have multistage gas valve & ECM motor.
• TESP must not exceed 0.8 iwc
• Combustion safety test
required

2 Tiers of rebates based on
furnace efficiency:

Replacement • Existing hydronic system must be
Gas Boiler 3
evaluated by boiler specialist
• Replacement boiler must be
sealed combustion with intake &
exhaust to outside
• Replacement boiler must be at
least 10% more efficient than
existing boiler
• For replacement boilers >85%
AFUE, return water temps must
be low enough to allow
condensing
• All existing circulator pumps
must be replaced with DC, ECM
pumps
• Combustion safety test
required

$300

N/A

Rebate Amounts for
Gas-heated Homes

Rebate Amounts
for
Electric-heated
Homes

Efficiency
Measure

Requirements
and Options

N/A

92% min AFUE - $300
95% min AFUE - $500
$500 max per customer
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Appendix H: rebate matrix
Replacement • AC system sized using ACCA
Air
Manual J compliant method
Conditioners • Systems > 115% of design
cooling load must use Manual S
• Must be AHRI matched.
• Tier 3 must have 2 stage AC
• Existing AC must be SEER 10 or
<, OR replacement AC system is
at least 1 ton smaller
• System must be commissioned
with Appendix E

3 Tiers of efficiency rebates:

4 Tiers of
efficiency rebates:

SEER 15, EER 12.5 - $150

SEER 15, EER
12.5 - $150

SEER 16, EER 12.5 - $300
SEER 17, EER 12.5 - $500
$500 max per customer

SEER 16, EER
12.5 - $300
SEER 17, EER
12.5 - $500
$500 max per
customer

Ductless
Mini-Splits

• Must be cold-climate multi-stage
heat pump.
• System must be commissioned
with Appendix E2
• No Manual J required

SEER ≥ 16, HSPF ≥ 10
$250 per head
$500 max per customer
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SEER ≥ 16, HSPF
≥ 10
$250 per head
$750 max per
customer

Appendix H: rebate matrix
Efficiency
Measure

Requirements
and Options

Rebate Amounts for
Gas-heated Homes

Rebate Amounts
for
Electric-heated
Homes

Heat Pumps;
Existing HP,
or Electric
Furnace

• air-source multi-stage heat pump,
mini-split heat pump or ground
source heat pump
• System must be sized using
ACCA Manual J compliant
method
• System must be commissioned
with Appendix E

SEER 14.5 & HSPF 9.0 $500

SEER 14.5 &
HSPF 9.0 - $500

3 Tiers of efficiency rebates:

N/A

Replacement • Replacing natural draft vented
Gas Water
water heater or electric water
Heater
heater
• Intake (where applicable) and
exhaust must be piped to exterior
• Combustion safety test
required

Power Vent
EF >0.62 - $100
Direct vent
EF >0.67 - $200
Sealed Combustion
EF >0.82 - $400

Heat Pump • Replacing natural draft vented
Water Heater
water heater or electric water
heater
• 50 and 80 gallons

2 Tiers of efficiency rebates:
UEF ≥ 2.0 (E-star) $300

2 Tiers of
efficiency rebates:

UEF ≥ 3.0 $500

UEF ≥ 2.0 (E-star)
$300

Max $1000

UEF ≥ 3.0 $500
Max $1000

Whole House • New or replacing old whole house
Fan
fan
• Fans must have motorized,
insulated doors or dampers,
which shut and seal after every
use

$275
Per household
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$275
Per household

Appendix H: rebate matrix
Rebate Amounts
for
Electric-heated
Homes

Efficiency
Measure

Requirements
and Options

Rebate Amounts for
Gas-heated Homes

Mechanical
Ventilation

• Existing: Per ASHRAE 62.2-2010
calculation, home requires
mechanical ventilation
• Install Ventilation per ASHRAE
62.2-2010 mechanical ventilation
requirements
• Combustion safety test
required

20% of cost up to $400

20% of cost up to
$400

Garage to
House Air
Sealing

• Existing: Air leakage pathways
exist between the attached
garage and the main house
• Seal all areas called out in the
report as well as the prescriptive
list (see measures from EW-H
Installation Standards)
• Combustion safety test
required

$110

$110
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Appendix I: prescriptive energy code requirement
Fort Collins Building Code Implemented 1/12/2019: 2018 IRC + Local Amendments

This document is no longer in use.

Appendix J: service provider scoring tool

Customer Compliment?
Yes
5.00
Customer Complaint?
Yes
-5.00
Corrections Needed?
No
5.00

EFFICIENCY WORKS PIV/MIV DATA SHEET
Inspectors Name:
Homeowner's Name:
Address:
City:
Contractor's Name:
Contractor's Phone:
Contractor's Email:
Air Sealing
Cond. Crawlspace
Cold Crawlspace
Basement Wall
Cantilever Floor
Floor Over Garage
Exerior Wall Insul
Masonry Ext Wall
Flat Attic Insulation
Attic Knwall/Skylt
Mech Ventilation

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-3
-3
-3
-2
0
0
-13

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-2
-1
-2

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Zip:

-16.00
-19.00
-14.00
-16.00

SCORING TOOL
Cathedral Insulation
Window Replacement
Air Handler Blower Motor
Replacement Gas Furnace

-8.00
-19.00
-6.00
-10.00

-12.00

Replacement Gas Boiler

-12.00

-11.00

Air Conditioner

-8.00

-9.00

Heat Pump

-9.00

-8.00
-38.00
-9.00
-2.00
-154.00
FINAL SCORE

Evaporative Cooler
Replacement Gas Water Heater
Whole House Fan
Duct Sealing and Insulating

-2.00
-15.00
-7.00
-6.00
-102.00

Job Score
Measure
Score
-256.00
Customer
Satisfaction
-5
Total Score
-256.00

-256.00

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
GENERAL
Homeowner was made aware of CAZ results
Major discrepency between contractor and QC blower door results
Major discrepency between contractor and QC CAZ results
Major discrepency between contractor and QC HVAC commissioining values
Did not leave the house clean after work was complete
tbd
tbd
NOTES:

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Date:

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
AIR SEALING
Drop Soffits
Shower Inserts
Interior Top Plates
Exterior Top Plates

Points
Value
-2
-3
-3
-3
-2
0
0

Points
Value
-2
-2
-1
-2

-2
-2
-5
-16

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2

STATUS
INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-1
-2
-2
-2
-2
-3
-1
-2
-19

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-1
-1
-14

STATUS

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-1
-2
-2

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Mechanical Chases/Chases
Plumbing and Wiring Penetrations
Sealed B-vents, fireplaces and chimneys with appropriate sealant used
NOTES:

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
CONDITIONED CRAWLSPACE INSULATION
Rim joist, foundation wall and moisture/soil gas barrier are completed
Moisture/soil gas barrier (cross laminated poly sheeting) sealed and fastened 6" up to
crawl space foundation wall or foundation plate in the presence of moisture
Foundation wall is air sealed
Foundation walls insulated to r-value prescribed by the EICC
Rim joist is air sealed
Insulation on rim joist to current IECC r-value requirements
Field stone foundations are insulated with closed cell spray foam
All foams must have ignition barrier
Appropriate ventilation or conditioned air supply and return path present per IRC
If access is from outside, hatch is properly insulated and gasketed
NOTES:

-2
-2
-5

Points
Value
-2
-2
-1
-2
-2
-2
-2
-3
-1
-2

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
Points
Value
COLD CRAWLSPACE
Floor penetrations are sealed.
-2
Floor cavity filled with insulation Grade 1 RESNET
-2
Install continuous, vapor permeable air barrier on cold side of insulation
-2
Ventilate crawl space per IRC as adopted by AHJ
-2
Vapor barrier properly sealed to foundation wall. All seams, piers, and penetrations sealed
-2
All plumbing pipes must have full floor insulation depth below
-2
All ducts must be insulated to R-8
-1
No spot ventilation may terminate in the crawlspace
-1
NOTES:

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
BASEMENT WALL INSULATION
R-value on basement walls up to IECC standards
Basement insulation covered with finishing material

Points
Value
-2
-1

Old brick or field stone foundations filled with closed cell spray foam, include rim joist

-2

Closed cell exterior foam board insulation extended down 48" below grade or on top of
footer. Protected above grade with non-organic exterior finish

-2

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2
-2
-3
-16

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-1

STATUS
INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2
-2
-2

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

-3

INCOMPLETE

-12

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2

STATUS
INCOMPLETE

-3

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2
-1
-1
-11

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-2

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

-1

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

Interior insulation in wall foundation (1" XPS or EPS foam board) R-13 un-faced batt
installed in finished frame wall
Interior insulation in wall foundation (XPS or EPS foam board or spray foam)-walls
covered with drywall or equivalent thermal barrier (open cell spray foam only approved if
there is no indication of moisture)
Insulated and air-sealed rim joist
Rim joist insulation has required ignition barrier.
NOTES:

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
CANTILEVER FLOOR INSULATION
Inside and end of joist space blocked and air sealed
Verify that cavity is not being used as a return or supply duct and that it contains no nonIC rated can lights of other fire hazards.
Soffits removed to block and air seal ( if there is adequate room)
Intact, sealed air barrier, inside and outside
Joist cavities totally filled with blown insulation
Water pipes located in bottom half of joist cavity in the floor area are protected from
freezing
NOTES:

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
FLOOR OVER GARAGE INSULATION
End of joist space is blocked and air sealed (Cavity might be filled with dense pack
Water pipes are located in the bottom half of the joist cavity in the floor over the garage
area are protected from freezing with installed net under the bottom of pipes
Floor cavities that are used as a return air duct have header block or pan sealed prior to
insulation
Insulation fills all joist cavities - Densepacked
Drywall on ceiling is completed and air sealed
Garage ceiling with living space floor above is a firewall
NOTES:

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
EXTERIOR WALL INSULATION
Wall cavities filled with dense pack cellulose or short fiberglass
Air sealed windows, door and electrical boxes
Penetrations into electrical panels, outlets and switch boxes are sealed to keep out
insulation
Drill holes are plugged, sealed and refinished

-2
-2
-2
-3

Points
Value
-1
-2
-2
-2
-2
-3

Points
Value
-2
-3
-2
-2
-1
-1

Points
Value
-2
-2
-1
-2

-2

INCOMPLETE

-9

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-2
-2
-2
-8

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Don’t Touch These
Deductions

STATUS

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-1

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2
-1
-1
-2
-5
-1

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

-1

INCOMPLETE

-3

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-3

INCOMPLETE

-1
-1

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

-1

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-3

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-38

Electrical wire, knob and tube wiring must be code complying 90 degree C temperature
rate
NOTES:

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
MASONRY EXTERIOR WALL INSULATION
Interior: foam board, 2 parts spray foam or blown insulation.
Interior wall is air sealed
Exterior: closed cell foam board, taped seams, covered with finish material
Rim joist insulated and air sealed
NOTES:

-2

Points
Value
-2
-2
-2
-2

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
Points
Value
ATTIC INSULATION - FLAT CEILING
Insulation baffles are installed between rafters or trusses and are adjacent to all soffit
-2
vents
Baffles have air impermeable insulation stops between all other truss rafter end
-2
R-value is maximized at exterior edge of exterior wall top plate with insulation stop on the
-1
outside edge
Knee wall insulation has 6-sided encapsulation with proper insulation/air barrier
alignment and has all gaps, cracks and penetrations sealed. Cavity is filled with insulation.
Kneewall insulated to R-value prescribed by the IECC
Kitchen or bath fans are vented to exterior
HVAC running and sealed prior to blowing attic insulation
New insulation on ducts to minimum R-8
Non-combustible materials used around ignition sources (e.g. Flues, Chimneys, Vents)
Install attic depth markers no less than 1 for every 300sqft
Blow all insulation level and to depth indicated on manufacturer's coverage chart for
desired R-value
Proper clearance provided around combustion sources.
Rigid dam (wood or better) having height greater than surrounding insulation is
constructed to ensure insulation does not fall into access opening.
Ignition barrier applied to exposed foam if there is potential for storage in attic space
(platform, pull-down stair, etc)
Ducts are not restricting airflow
Previous insulation under R-30 was brought to at least R-49
All thermal bypasses sealed ( chases, plumbing vents, b-vents, chimneys, top plate
penetrations)
Whole house fan in ceiling is sealed and its cover insulated
Non insulation contact (IC) lights have an air tight enclosure taller than the surrounding
insulation. 3" clearance maintained. Top of enclosure has an R value not to exceed R.5
Attic access hatch is gasketed and insulated to same R-value as surrounding insulation and
is permanently attached to hatch. If rigid insulation only is used R38 is acceptable. Hatch
must be functional
NOTES:

-2
-2
-1
-1
-2
-5
-1
-1
-3
-2
-3
-1
-1
-1
-2
-3
-2

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2

STATUS
INCOMPLETE

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
ATTIC KNEE WALL/SKYLIGHT SHAFTS
All edges and seams of insulation are sealed

Points
Value

-3

INCOMPLETE

Ignition barrier required when storage is present (drop down stairs, platforms, etc)

-3

-2
-2
-9

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Insulation meets flame spread and smoke development requirements of IRC version
Insulation installed to RESNET Grade 1
NOTES:

-2
-2

Don’t Touch These
Deductions

STATUS

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2
-8

INCOMPLETE

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-5

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2
-19

INCOMPLETE

-2

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
Points
Value
CATHEDRAL CEILING INSULATION
Vaulted ceilings have R-20 continuous exterior rigid board or sheet insulation according to
-2
the 2012 IRC
Seams in exterior rigid board or sheet insulation are sealed at the perimeter of each
-2
individual sheet and form a continuous layer
Dense packed short fiber glass insulation completely fills the cavity between structural
-2
roof sheeting and interior drywall
IC recessed lights in vaulted rafter space are replaced or air sealed
-2
NOTES:

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
Points
Value
WINDOW REPLACEMENT - INCLUDES SLIDING GLASS DOORS
Installations done by EW-H certified window installer
-2
Full frame window installations were done
-5
Windows replaced meet Northern Climate Zone Energy Star Requirement U-factor of
-2
<0.30 with any SHGC
Windows replaced meet Northern Climate Zone Energy Star Requirement U-factor of
-2
<0.31 with SHGC of ≥ 0.35
Windows replaced meet Northern Climate Zone Energy Star Requirement U-factor of
-2
<0.32 with SHGC of ≥ 0.40
Windows/sliding glass doors meet AAMA standards and meet standards for water and air
-2
infiltration
Windows/sliding glass doors have low maintenance exterior (clad, fiberglass, composite or
-2
vinyl)
All windows are air sealed and properly insulated
-2
NOTES:

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-2
-2
-6

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Don’t Touch These
Deductions

STATUS

-2

INCOMPLETE

-3
-2
-3
-10

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-3
-2
-2
-2
-3
-12

STATUS

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-5
-3
-8

Don’t Touch These
Deductions

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

STATUS

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
AIR HANDLER BLOWER MOTOR
New motor is brushless DC
Air filter replaced
New airflow matched old airflow or static pressures match
NOTES:

Points
Value

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
REPLACEMENT GAS FURNACE
Equipment was sized with a Block Load Heat Loss calculation and installed per ACCA
Standard 5-2010
Furnace is sealed combustion and intake and exhaust piped outdoors
Furnace is vented per OEM's installation instructions
TESP did not exceed .8
NOTES:

Points
Value

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
REPLACEMENT GAS BOILER
Boiler is sealed combustion and intake and exhaust piped outdoors
Program boiler computer to actual conditions
85% efficient boiler has return water temperatures low enough to condense
Pumps are DC ECM
Circulation pipes exposed to attic or crawl space are insulated
NOTES:

Points
Value

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
NEW AC INSTALLATION OR REPLACING AC SYSTEM
System was sized using ACCA Manual J block load calculations
AC system condenser, evaporator, and furnace are AHRI matched
NOTES:

Points
Value

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
HEAT PUMP

-2
-2
-2

-2
-3
-2
-3

-3
-2
-2
-2
-3

-5
-3

Points
Value

-5
-2
-2
-9

INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

Don’t Touch These
Deductions

STATUS

-2

INCOMPLETE

-2

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-5
-5

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

-5

INCOMPLETE

-15

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-5
-2
-7

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-2
-2
-6

Don’t Touch These
Deductions
-2
-2

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

STATUS
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE
INCOMPLETE

STATUS
INCOMPLETE

Central systems was sized using ACCA Block Loan heat loss/gain calculations
Forced air system duct size is large enough for the heat pump
Minimum SEER of 14.5 & HSPF of 0.9
NOTES:

-5
-2
-2

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
ADVANCED EVAPORATIVE COOLER
Unit has inorganic media, thermostat control, automated daily water dump and insulated
cover for winter
NOTES:

Points
Value

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
REPLACEMENT GAS WATER HEATER
Power vented water heater EF ≥ 0.67
Direct vented water heater EF ≥ 0.67. Intake and exhaust piped to exterior.
High Efficiency Sealed Combustion water heater EF ≥ 0.82. Intake and exhaust piped to
exterior.
NOTES:

Points
Value

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
WHOLE HOUSE FAN
Motorized, insulated doors or dampers that shut and seal after every use
Adequate venting is provided according to manufacturer
NOTES:

Points
Value

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
DUCT SEALING AND INSULATING
Ducts are sealed with approved materials
Ducts in unconditioned space are insulated per local building code
Final leakage is a minimum reduction of 30%
NOTES:

Points
Value

EFFICIENCY MEASURE
MECHANICAL VENTILATION
Installed Ventilation per ASHRAE 62.2-2010 mechanical ventilation requirements
NOTES:

Points
Value
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-2

-5
-5
-5

-5
-2

-2
-2
-2

-2

How to apply for a rebate or
manage existing applications
in Efficiency Works Homes
Efficiency Works Retrofit program
2022
Service provider guide
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Appendix K: how to apply for a rebate in Efficiency Works Homes

When you are ready to apply for a rebate or manage an existing rebate you need to log into your
Trade Ally portal.
https://efficiencyworks.force.com/tradeally/s/login/

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide

Appendix K: How to apply for a rebate in Efficiency Works Homes

Step 1
Once on this page you click on Submit Rebate Application.
Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide

Appendix K: How to apply for a rebate in Efficiency Works Homes

Step 2
This page will list the Efficiency Works Homes rebates program. Click on the forward button
to continue.
Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide

Step 3
You should now see the page above. This page allows you to look at your existing rebates you have
in the program listed vertically down the page.
To access an existing application simply find it in the list and click on the green link under the
application number.
To enter a new rebate application click on (New Application).
Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide

Note:
The column on
the right-hand
side of the page
will track your
progress
throughout the
application. You
can only move
forward one page
at a time using the
orange advance
button (circled on
this page in red)
but you can move
back as many
pages as
required.

Step 4
You should now see the page above. This is the Contractor Information page, and it should be
auto-populated with your correct information as it is pulled from your profile page. If any of this
information is incorrect – it should be changed in your Profile settings – see top blue circle. Click
on the orange advance button circled to move forward.
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Step 5
You should now see the page above. This page is the Customer Information page. You will need to fill out all
the cells that have asterisks as they are the required fields. The Alternative Payment Information section will be
covered in a later example in this document. Click on the orange advance button to move forward.
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Note:
The red text at
the top of the
page is a
notification that
the system
recognizes this
address. If you
ever see this,
double check to
make sure you
have not already
applied for the
same rebate.

Step 6
You should now see the page above. This is the Utility Information page. Simply select the
appropriate electrical and gas utility provider. Then you need to check the box beside your trade
and choose the Completed Install Date by clicking on the calendar icon circled in red.
Click on the orange advance button to move forward.
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Step 7
You should now see the page above. This is the Project Information page. Once again – fill out all
cells with an asterisk. Note that this is the page where you tell us who will receive the rebate.
Customer = Customer gets rebate (You will be asked to select Payee’s Relation To Property)
Contractor = Contractor gets rebate.
Click on the orange advance button to move forward.
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Step 8
You should now see the page above. This is an Air Sealing and Insulation example. Select all the
measures you want to apply for and click + Add To Project.
Click on the orange advance button to move forward.
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Step 9
Each measure has different inputs required. In this example we are applying for the Whole House
Air Sealing rebate which is asking for a pre and post blower door value. The grey box above will
provide a summary of the measures entered.
Click on the orange advance button to move forward once all measures are applied for.
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Step 10
You should now see the page above. This is the Payee page and is used to clarify who will be
receiving the rebate based on the Project Information pages’ inputs. If this is incorrect click back
onto the Project Information page to adjust.
When correct, click on the orange advance button to move forward again.
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Step 11
Once you have entered your measures you will be moved on to the Documents page. This is
where the application will ask for specific paperwork depending on what you applied for. The
Certificate of Completion and the Terms and Conditions are in the customer rebate folder that
you either have in paper form or digitally (provided by the Efficiency Works team). Notice the files
in this example are using our required naming scheme. Click on the orange advance button to
move
forward.
Efficiency
Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide

Step 12
This is your review page. This should summarize every measure you have applied for, along with
the eligible rebates. Make sure this is correct before submitting. If everything is correct click on the
Submit > button. If anything is incorrect click back to the appropriate page as needed using the
page titles in the navy-blue box on the right-hand side.
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Congratulations! You are now finished. This shows your tracking number and automates an
email that is then sent to you and the customer to let everyone know that the rebate has been
successfully applied for.
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Email notification for a rebate application

This is an example of the email notifying the service provider and the customer that the
rebate application has been received by the program.
Due to the need to protect customer personal information, we will only be using the first
name to distinguish this application from any other.
Note that Appendix F and the Terms and Conditions document are attached to this for
the customer’s records.
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Email notification for an approved rebate application

This is the email that will show up once the rebate has been approved. This keeps the
customer, service provider, and the program on the same page as to the status of any
rebate in the program.
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Rebate application returned as Missing Information

On occasion, a rebate application will be returned to the service provider with the status
Missing Information if something is found incorrect, missing, or confusing. This will be
indicated by an email sent to the key contact person at the company. If you receive one of these
emails you need to go back into your portal and update the application with the relevant info and
then resubmit.
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Rebate application returned as Missing Information cont.

Use the search filters directly above your applications to search by “Missing Information” as the
Application Status. Click on the Application number in green font to make your corrections.
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Rebate application returned as Missing Information cont.

The Application Details page then pops up with a short summary of the application. To move
forward click on the circled text.
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Rebate application returned as Missing Information cont.

Next you will see the Review and Submit screen. Click on the Submit button to resubmit the
application.
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How to submit a rebate for an AC during cold weather

Submitting an AC
during the cold
months is
common in our
program.
To do this there
are two options.

Option 1: Furnace & AC both installed in cold weather – you simply apply for the rebate for both
units like normal. The only difference is this – you toggle “Does AC need to be CX at a later
date?” to Yes. This will allow you to submit the rebate with all required documentation except the
AC Commissioning sheet (Appendix E).
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How to submit a rebate for an AC during cold weather - continued
We will process the furnace rebate during our next rebate review. Our system will pay out the furnace
immediately and will tell the customer that the AC is on hold “Waiting on Commissioning” – see example below.
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How to submit a rebate for an AC during cold weather - continued

Option 2: You are
installing the AC alone.
You apply for the AC by
itself – toggle Does AC
need to be
commissioned on a
later date? To “Yes”

Now, the software will allow you to submit the rebate application requiring all
documents EXCEPT the AC commissioning form (Appendix E)
When warmer weather finally rolls around – this application will be waiting in your
portal for Appendix E to be added and then it can be submitted.
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How to fill out the
Certificate of Completion
so the customer receives
the rebate
To fill out the Certificate of
Completion so the customer
receives the rebate – you fill out the
top portion.
Make sure you have the rebate
amount included here or the
document isn’t considered a legal
sign off.

Also make sure that the amount
listed as the rebate is accurate. If it
shows more $ than they are eligible
for you will be required to get a new
signature with the correct amount.
Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 ServiceEfficiency
Provider Guide
Works
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How to claim the rebate as the service provider
You have the option as a service provider to offer the customer the Efficiency Works Home’ rebate
up front as a discount. This would mean that your invoice should show this clearly and then the
program will reimburse your company for that rebate when the application is processed. To
choose this option toggle the “Who should be paid? drop-down to “Contractor” on the Project
Information page.
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For the service provider to
claim the customer’s
rebate – they have to fill
out the Certificate of
Completion to reflect that.
This means that the middle
and bottom section must
be filled out as well. See
example to the right.
Take note that this would
also mean that your invoice
should clearly reflect a
$962.10 discount for
Efficiency Works Homes
rebates somewhere on it.
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How to make sure the homeowner gets the rebate vs. the tenant
If you have a
tenant/landlord
situation then you
have a couple of
different steps
required.

First you have to
fill out the
Alternative
Payment
Information
section of the
Customer
Information Form
with the landlord’s
address.
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How to make sure the homeowner gets the rebate vs. the tenant - cont

The next thing you
need to do is choose
Secondary Contact
from the Who should
get paid drop-down
list in Project
Information.
This will tell the
software to pay
using the secondary
address provided on
the Customer
Information screen.
You can verify this
by looking at the
Payee section.
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Appendix L: service provider improvement plan
The Improvement Plan is for service providers that have been put on ‘inactive’ status but are
willing to correct course in order to remain active. This Improvement Plan form is used to address
any of the following situations: 1.) Documenting corrective actions with respect to service provider
or technician performance in the program, 2.) Resolving repetitive problems or nonconformances, 3.) Identification and resolution of technical or programmatic issues with service
providers.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Field Manager to complete this form with the service provider and obtain signature(s). Service
provider to complete all actions listed in the Improvement Plan. Field Manager verifies effective
implementation of the Improvement Plan. Improvement Plan must include specific actions to
improve performance, how improvements will be monitored and measured, and timeframe to
improve performance.

Plan Start Date:
Service Provider:

Section 1: Summarize and identify contractor performance issues, causes, and action plan
Performance Issue

Cause

•

Action Plan for Improvement

•

•

Field Manager Sign-off
Name (Print)

Title

Date

Signature
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Appendix L: service provider improvement plan
Service Provider Sign-off

Name (Print)

Title

Date

Signature

By signing, the service provider acknowledges agreement with the identified performance
issues, causes, and action plan for improvement.
Section 2: Identify Responsible Personnel
Responsibility

Action Item
•
•
•
•

Section 3: Verification of Effective Implementation of Improvement Plan – Field Manager
Notes

Field Manager Sign-off
Name (Print)
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Title

Appendix L: service provider improvement plan

Date

Signature

Service Provider Sign-off

Name (Print)

Title

Date

Signature

By signing, the Field Manager and the service provider acknowledge effective implementation of
the Improvement Plan.
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Appendix M: streamlined pathway summary

Residential
Streamlined Pathway
Overview
Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide

Appendix M: streamlined pathway summary

The Streamlined Pathway
• In 2016 a Pilot was conducted in Fort Collins called Efficiency Works Neighborhoods
• The goal was to help customers complete more comprehensive jobs
• Installation standards were enhanced
• Customers were targeted using a Propensity approach
• House type, age of home, general income, etc.
• Insulation and Air Sealing measure pricing was standardized
• An Efficiency Works assessor was responsible for energy auditing and consultative sales

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide
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The Sales Process
What does the home need based
on existing conditions such as:

•
•
•
•
•

Primary leakage area
Existing insulation
Age of HVAC equipment
Type of windows
Potential for solar PV

Customizable Packages

•

Monthly cash flow, not big $
• Using Elevations Loan

•

Savings helps offset costs

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide
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The Streamlined Pathway - Goals
•

Create hybrid of Home Performance and Efficiency Works Retrofit Program

•

Overcome time barrier with turnkey service

•

Reduce complexity with fewer steps
• HP auditor presents three packages of measures
• Good: Comprehensive envelope (base package)
• Better: Base + HVAC or windows
• Best: Base + HVAC and windows, and/or solar PV

•

Reduce project cost barriers
• Present monthly cash flow: savings offsetting costs
• Instant rebates to reduce up front project cost
• Maximum loan amount up to $25k
• Double solar PV rebate when bundled w/ EE package

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide
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The Standard Pathway - Results

The

• 60% greater kWh, Therm & GHG savings per
home compared to traditional program
• 74% participation of those marketed to
• 48% conversion rate post-audit
• 58% choose the Best package

• 61% of projects used financing

Average Energy Savings per Project

Average GHG Savings per Project
2.50
2.00
EW-Homes

1.50

EW-Neighborhoods

1.00
0.50
0.00

EW-Homes

EW-Neighborhoods
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Required Internal Photo Documentation
hfvh
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The Streamlined Pathway - Service Provider Eligibility
• Service provider must be a Tier 1 service provider
• Service provider must be completing at least one job per month
• Service provider must have no egregious PIV failures
• Service provider must have already completed at least 10 jobs.
• Service provider must have had at least 2 passing PIVs
• Service provider must be able to provide its own combustion safety testing and/or blower
door testing

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide
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Advanced Installation Standards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacuuming of Attics
Spray foaming (closed cell) of external top plates (with blocking)
Installing Bath Fans – ability to test performance once installed
Installing Windows – Subs allowed provided someone attends the required training or
has AAMA certification.
Removing Drywall – Repairing Drywall – subs allowed
Painting - subs allowed
Installing moisture/soil gas barrier to radon industry standards – including perforated
pipe under poly

• Designated Quality Assurance Officer on the team

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide
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Next Steps to Participate
• If you have reviewed the program structure and requirements and are interested in
participating:

• Contact Scott Suddreth- suddreths@prpa.org to start the process
• Scott will work with the management team to evaluate if all of the requirements are met
for the interested service provider

• Once requirements are met - the interested service provider will receive the
Installation Standards with pricing

• Once enrolled you will be required to attend a 1 Day Training that will orient you to the
program and identify your Quality Assurance Officer

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program 2022 Service Provider Guide

Appendix N: Streamlined approach installation standards
General Notes
These installation standards are based on Efficiency Works - Homes Installation Standards
That means that you will need to meet the Homes Installation Standards PLUS any additional requirements in the EW-Streamlined Pathway Installation Standards.
MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS

REQUIRED TESTS

NOTES

Photo-Documentation Required

In the spirit of sustainability vacuumed
insulation should be repurposed as much as
possible. This should only be done if the
insulation is relatively clean and not full of
organic pollutants. If contractor is unwilling to
vacuum rockwool - we will send job to next
contractor who will.

ATTIC

Full Vacuuming of the Attic

This means that you shall vacuum the entire attic floor to reveal
all of the areas that need to be sealed.

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F

Attic Prep and Air Seal

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
ADD REQUIREMENT TO SEAL EXTERIOR TOP PLATES.
ADD ATTIC HATCH MUST BE OPERABLE WITH DURABLE
INSULATION DAM

When the ACH50 is 8 or greater we expect a
25% -50% reduction in infiltration.
Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
When ACH50 is less than 4: identified
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
bypasses must be sealed - insulation removal
improvement.
method prior to air sealing at the contractors
Photo-Documentation Required
discretion.

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
The exterior top plate shall be sealed (when accessible) by
creating an insulation dam with a fiberglass batt shoved just past Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
This is expected to be accomplished on most
homes. Scissor trusses will be a possible
Air Sealing and Insulating Exterior Top Plates the top plate. Closed-cell spray foam is then applied to not only after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
exception.
coat the entire top plate but to also fill the space between the top
plate and baffle or roof deck - 3-5 inches of foam.
Photo-Documentation Required

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Air Sealing Non-IC Rated Can Lights

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required

This is a real opportunity to replace Non-IC
rated recessed light cans with modern air
tight ICT cans.

MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS

REQUIRED TESTS
Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F

Attic Hatch & Dam

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
Dam must be built out of 2x lumber and be able to support a
200lb person

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required

NOTES
Advisor will determine if trim is needed at
original site visit.
Trim shall be installed to provide a flat
surface for attic hatch. Wood joints shall be
tight and done to finish carpentry standards.
Trim is required to be primed at finish.

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Blown Attic Insulation

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required

OPTION 1: New or Replacement Fan Only
using existing ductwork that terminates
outside - using existing wiring

Contractors will need the ability to measure this flow
Suggest Energy Conservatory Exhaust Fan Flow
Meter
OPTION 2: New or Replacement Fan Only Fan must be tested to prove 50 CFM or greater is install new ductwork that terminates outside When used for mechanical ventilation use WhisperGreen Select
achieved.
using existing wiring
Model #FV-05-11VKS1
Results & method must be reported to program.
Photo-Documentation Required
OPTION 3: New Fan Only - install new
ductwork that terminates outside - adding
new wiring for fan and/or light

When used as spot ventilation: must be 1.25 sones or less and
measure 50 cfm or more once installed.

Install New or
Replace Existing Bath Fans

This can be fiberglass or cellulose.

This line item is intended to address existing fans that

If using flex must be careful to use long radiuses and pull flex
tight.
Insulated flex must be R-8
Bath Fan Ducting
If using rigid ducting - must insulate to R-8
No 90 degree turns directly off housing
Duct must be sealed to fan housing with HVAC mastic.

Contractors will need the ability to measure this flow
will not be replaced and ducting is not adequate.
Typically ducting for these fans is not terminated to
Suggest Energy Conservatory Exhaust Fan Flow
outside
or is routed with excessive bends or elevation
Meter
changes.
Fan must be tested to prove 50 CFM or greater is
CONDITION 1) Termination cap not installed. Price to
achieved.
install termination cap and ducting as necessary.

Photo-Documentation Required
Results & method must be reported to program.

CONDITION 2) Poorly installed ducting with adequate
termination cap (excessive length or bends).
CONDITION 3) Replace all ducting and install new
termination cap. Leave existing fan.

MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS
See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A

Accessible Knee Walls

Batt Insulation Removal from Attics

This price is for all knee walls.

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
Ignition barrier not required in attics unless storage is present or
Photo-Documentation Required
drop down stair access.

Roof Venting

Whole House Fan Cover
(for the older, existing Whole House Fans)

Access will be priced separately below.

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F

Remove existing batt insulation if present and replace with
Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
spray foam to EW Homes Installation standards - R-11
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
minimum over face of framing.
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required
Ignition barrier not required in attics unless storage is present or
drop down stair access.

Removing old batts from attic with intent to dispose of at landfill.

Photo-Documentation Required

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A

Whole House Fans

NOTES

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F

Must use spray foam - Can be low or medium density - Open or
Closed cell - Two part only.

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A

Skylight Shafts

REQUIRED TESTS

Additionally, use rigid adjustable elbow directly out of fan when
flex duct cannot be installed without collapsing.
The fan should be tilted towards the roof deck slightly to avoid
disturbing the insulation.
Netting or Tyvek shall be spread and fastened directly below the
fan's air path to help keep all insulation in place.

This is for when we add Whole House Fans or when we think
additional venting is needed for an existing whole house fan.

A commercially available product must be used.

Photo-Documentation Required

Non-ducted fans are acceptable where space
is limited. Must have insulated, self-sealing,
mechanical dampers.
All whole house fan installs shall include
electrical and drywall repair and adequate
attic ventilation for the standardized price.
When roof venting is added to the work order we want this to occur in 144 Net Free vents

Photo-Documentation Required
To verify that the Whole House Fan is not over
pressurizing the attic we now require zonal pressure
test. To do this a manometer needs to have a tube
up in the attic with the reference tap open to the
Each vent shall provide 144 square inches of
house (with many windows open). Run the Whole
net free area.
House Fan on it's highest setting and simply record
the resulting pressure in pascals. (We think we want
10 pascals or lower but are wanting to explore this to
improve our fan performance)

Photo-Documentation Required

Battic would be an example of the classic
system with Velcro. Please make sure to
remind homeowners the importance of
replacing this cover on hot days and leaving it
on all winter.

MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS

REQUIRED TESTS

NOTES

Photo-Documentation Required

This would allow us to abandon a closet
access that has bad location and find a better
one for better accessibility with customer's
approval.

This access option will be recommended only
when the total truss span is 24' or more and
the gable is less than 16' from the ground,
typically the lower attic on a tri-level. The
gable vent would be used to gain access to
the knee wall at the least and, if conditions
warrant, full insulation removal, air sealing
and insulation. This pricing request is to add
the gable vent only. All other work to be
priced using standard pricing.

Seal over existing attic access with spray foam to bring area up
to R-38. Create a new attic access with homeowner's direction.
Moving an Attic Access

Trim shall be installed to provide a flat surface for attic hatch.
Wood joints shall be tight and done to finish carpentry
standards.
See Attic Hatch Standard above for trim info.

Adding a Gable Vent for Access to Attic

Gable vent can be permanently installed upon completion of
attic improvement. Verify aesthetics with homeowner.

Photo-Documentation Required

Knee Wall Access

This could vary substantially from cutting through a bit of drywall
or OSB to removing an entire porch ceiling or part of a garage
ceiling. Service Provider will price per job after site visit.

Photo-Documentation Required

MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS

REQUIRED TESTS

NOTES

GARAGE

Air Seal Between House and Garage

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Any and all accessible penetrations shall be sealed. These
Appendix F
include Inside end of joist space, chases, supply ducting & boots
Customers have complained about the visual
of what the spray foam looks like when it
where they meet the floor or ceiling, and returns. Remember that Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
the top and bottom of this cavity is supposed to be an air barrier. after insulating in order to measure house tightness spills out of its intended area. Please attempt
improvement.
to clean this up as much as possible to keep
This measure requires a sealed piece trim such as a 1x4 along
the appearance as clean as possible.
the bottom of the drywall to create a better air seal.
Photo-Documentation Required
Please note that the bottom of the wall shall
See EWR Program Installation Standards
This measure shall be confirmed with the Open a
be addressed with a piece of 1x4
Appendix A
Door Zonal Pressure test to the garage. The original
values will be in your Tech Data Sheet.
See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A

Floor Over Garage Dense Pack

At least 1.5 Feet of drywall shall be removed where ceiling touches house
interior wall to allow for proper air sealing (Full depth blocking must be air
sealed around perimeter & any holes through blocking for utilities - if full depth
blocking is not present it needs to be backed and air sealed)

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
In addition to this a strip of drywall should be removed approximately centered
in the space that allows full removal of batt insulation.
Tent pipes when present per EWR Program Installation Standards
When present - seal HVAC return ducts with mastic before dense packing.

Photo-Documentation Required

Pricing covers dense packing only. Drywall
removal and replace pricing is separate.

MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS

REQUIRED TESTS

NOTES

Pipe Freeze Protection Insulation in Garage
(Walls & Ceilings)

When water pipes are present:
Tent pipes per Phase I Installation Standards.
All rigid foam/insulation will be covered with drywall.

Photo-Documentation Required - Make sure this is
clearly visible in photos.

Use any insulation to achieve R-19 on the
unconditioned side of pipes. Install drywall to
fire tape stage or finished and textured per
existing conditions. The intention is to prevent
frozen pipes.

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Drywall Replacement and Fire tape Finish

Must have a professional fire tape finish.

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.

No sanding should be needed when job is
complete.
This detail is intended for floor over garage
areas.
(Drywall repair related to WHF removal is
addressed in the WHF pricing)

Photo-Documentation Required

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Drywall Replace with Full Finish and Texture

Must have a professional full finish with texture.

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.

Job should be paint ready when completed.
This detail is intended for floor over garage
areas.
Drywall repair related to WHF removal is
addressed in the WHF pricing

Photo-Documentation Required
Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Seal Return Headers/Panning

Must expose the header and trunk to joist duct transition and
seal with duct mastic.

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required
Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F

Air Seal Supply Registers

This is to prevent the dense packing material
This is to address the boot connections to the floor as well as the
Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
from entering the living space and duct
elbows of that same connection in floor over garage or cantilever
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
situations.
system.
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required

Install Attic Access Garage Ceiling

It we need an attic access in areas that have more than 30" of
height then we will ask to leave a permanent access

Photo-Documentation Required

Trim shall be installed to provide a flat
surface for attic hatch. Wood joints shall be
tight and done to finish carpentry standards.

MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS

REQUIRED TESTS

NOTES

CANTILEVERS
FOUR OPTIONS

Cantilevered Floor Dense Pack
See EW-Homes Installation Standards
Appendix A
Cantilever Drill and Fill from Bottom

This is the option for drilling from the basement rim joists and
from underneath the cantilever.
When dense packing is complete the holes must be plugged in a
manner that will be aesthetically acceptable after painting.
A 1 x 4 installed to cover holes is also acceptable.

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
Cantilever Drill & Fill
(From Exterior Wall with Siding Removed)

Drill & Fill from outside - this includes removing the bottom row
of lap siding to gain access to the sheathing for drilling and
replacing siding when done.

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.

This applies to cantilevers that are 18" and
higher from the ground

Photo-Documentation Required
Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.

This will exclude aluminum siding and vertical
wood siding as well as asbestos.

This will include cantilevers that are lower
than 18" to the ground.

Photo-Documentation Required

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
Cantilever Drill and Fill from Interior
Drilling and dens packing the cantilever from the basement or
crawlspace rim joists.

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
Cantilever Dense-Pack - Drop the Soffit

Drop the Soffit -Net and Dense pack
New plywood for bottom of soffit must be primed and ready for
paint.

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Photo-Documentation Required

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required

This will only be sought if there is an
unfinished basement or dropped ceilings that
allow access.

MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS

REQUIRED TESTS

NOTES

CRAWLSPACE/BASEMENTS
Install Combustion Air Pipe in Conditioned
Crawlspace

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
This pipe and opening needs to be sized per IRC as adopted by
AHJ.

This is not only the opening but an actual
pipe that is routed over to beside the
atmospheric appliance.

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Spray Foam Crawl Space Rim Joists

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required
Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F

Spray Foam Basement Rim Joists

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
Insulate Crawl Space Walls

Additionally:
Shall be a foam product (spray or board) - ignition barrier is
required

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F
Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
after insulating in order to measure house tightness
improvement.
Photo-Documentation Required

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
Insulate Basement Walls

Combustion Safety Test required record results on
Appendix F

Blower door test required prior to air sealing and
We are going to call out a specific flash and batt. Hold framing 1" after insulating in order to measure house tightness
off the foundation wall and spray 1 inch closed cell behind stud
improvement.
and cavity and install R-13 unfaced batt
Photo-Documentation Required

Only for homes going through basement
remodel - follow Phase I Installation
standards

MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS

REQUIRED TESTS

NOTES

CRAWLSPACE/BASEMENTS
A radon mitigation contractor should be able
to add piping and a fan if necessary to reduce
radon levels but not have to improve the
moisture/soil gas barrier.

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
Install Moisture/Soil Gas Barrier in Crawl
Space

Additionally, use polyurethane caulk sealant ie Permathane, not
spray foam, to seal barrier to walls, footings, etc. Install
perforated drain pipe under barrier.

Photo-Documentation Required

(3-4" diameter pipe)

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
Photo-Documentation Required

Crawlspace Exterior Entrance
The door needs to be insulated with foam to R-20, should be air
tight, and should not need tools to open or close .

Batt Insulation Removal from Crawlspaces

Removing old batts from crawlspace with intent to dispose of at
landfill.

Photo-Documentation Required

Repairing a Soil/Gas Barrier

Simply patching with a rectangular piece of barrier and urethane
caulk.

Photo-Documentation Required

We need to have proof that your soil gas
barrier and glue system are compatible and
effective. We have found that Dura-Skrim
(clear) does not adhere to Permathane
caulking

Locking hooks or hasps are recommended to
ensure an air tight seal.

less than 5 square feet

MEASURE

INSTALLATION STANDARDS

REQUIRED TESTS

NOTES

GENERAL

Duct Sealing (Outside Air or Thermal
Boundary)

Duct Sealing (Inside Air and Thermal
Boundary)

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
All duct sealing must be done with UL 181 approved tape or
mastic. Mastic shall be used anywhere there isn't an access
issue such as a door.

All duct sealing must be done with UL 181 approved tape or
mastic. Mastic shall be used anywhere there isn't an access
issue such as a door.

Leaky ducting in the attic must be sealed with
mastic. Depressurize home with blower door and
use smoke in attic to verify effective duct sealing.

When ducting is present outside of the
thermal boundary sealing with mastic is
required.

Photo-Documentation Required

Measure pressure in basement WRT the rest of the
This is focused on return leakage that can
house. Training may be required. If pressure
depressurize areas of the home. We are
difference is negative assess return duct leakage
trying to minimize CAZ depressurization and
and seal if accessible. If duct sealing is not possible
possible IAQ problems. The assessor/energy
advise homeowner to contact HVAC contractor to
expert will determine the need for this based
balance airflow.
on visual inspection as well as pressure
diagnostics.
Photo-Documentation Required

See EWR Program Installation Standards
Appendix A
Wall Insulation, Dense Pack Cavities,
2x4

We only want to dense pack those walls that are empty - You
can use either fiberglass or cellulose - if using fiberglass - make
sure it's rated for dense-packing
(short fiber)
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Photo-Documentation Required

Consider putting home under a positive
pressure during the installation to avoid
excess dust in the home

Appendix O: service provider scoring system

Efficiency Works Retrofit Program
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Service Provider Scoring System
Summary

• Each service provider is assigned 100 points upon entering the program.
• A score of 70 or above is needed in order to maintain active (enrolled) status
• The score does not have an impact on Tier status
• Score is not shared with homeowners
• Score is used internally for service provider management and shared
with each respective service provider.

Tracking

• PIV results, point deductions, point additions will all be recorded in I-Energy
• Service provider scores will be displayed on:
• Monthly report cards
• Correction notices
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Losing Points
The service provider can lose points for mistakes based on the Technical Standards checked during
a PIV. Point deductions can also occur for issues such as:
• Customer complaints
• Failure to respond to info request within 1 week
• Failure to submit paperwork within 2 weeks of project completion
• Etc.

Example:

Field Manager does a PIV and finds 3 items that are not up to program standards
• No attic card (-1)
• Knee-wall insulation not fully encapsulated (-2)
• Attic insulation not up to the level specified in the invoice/on the attic card (-2)
This would result with the service provider losing 5 points overall.
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Earning Points

The service provider can earn points from things such as:
• Positive feedback from a customer
• A PIV with no corrections
• Pattern of rebate applications submitted without any issues

Example:

QA does a PIV and finds 2 items that are not up to program standards.
• No Insulation Attic card (-1)
• Knee-wall insulation not fully encapsulated (-2)
• Customer provides positive feedback (+3)

This would result with the service provider gaining 2 points overall.

Maximum allowable score is 130 points.

This accomplishes 2 things:
1. It gives the service provider an incentive to really impress the customer with excellent service.
2. It allows the service provider to have 1-2 bad days on the job without jeopardizing their
standing in the program.
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Other Ways to Earn/ Lose Points
OTHER WAYS TO EARN/LOSE POINTS
QC Inspection passed with no corrections on Installations

5

Received Positive Homeowner Feedback

3

Received Positive Advisor Feedback

3

Completed Improvement Plan

10

Major Customer Complaint

-5

Minor Customer Complaint

-3

Failing to Use the Communication Protocol when necessary

-3

Forgetting a single item of the Communication Protocol

-1

Customer Complaint Related to Customer Service

-1

Failure to Address Complaint w/in One Week

-1

Failure to Respond to Info Request w/in One Week (2 Day Expectation)

-1

Failure to Submit paperwork w/in Two Weeks

-1

Failure to Meet Bid Request Response Time

-1

Additions or deductions are applied to completed projects post completion date

Additional point deductions will be applied for further delays (see next slide).
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Falling Below 70
If a service provider’s score falls below 70 then they are required to execute an Improvement Plan:
• The Program Manager will meet with the service provider and help them figure out their main deficiencies
• Reports will be used to pin-point the exact issues and patterns that led to the inadequate score
• The service provider will have 60 days to complete the Improvement Plan
• The service provider will have an “Inactive” status
• They cannot receive any future leads until they resolve all outstanding issues
• They cannot bring new jobs to the program until they resolve all outstanding issues

Examples:
•

Window service provider has very low volume in the program: The solution might be an office visit
by Program Manager to teach their sales team how to sell our program better.

•

Insulation and Air Sealing service provider keeps forgetting to add ignition barrier paint to their spray foam and attic
cards: The solution might be to implement an internal Quality Assurance photo-documentation checklist for each job that
reminds the workers what to double-check before leaving a customer’s house. The Program Manager can provide
guidance as needed.

•

HVAC service provider continuously provides furnace commissioning forms that are incorrect: The solution might be for
Program Manager to work with the company’s technician during a MIV in order to walk them through the process so that
they understand how to do it correctly.
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FAQS
What if a service provider does not complete the Improvement Plan?
•

The service provider is removed from the program

Why is 100 the starting score and 70 is the minimum acceptable score?
• 100 is the starting point, but it's relationship to 70 is important.
• New service providers are allowed a ‘probationary’ time, or on-boarding period.
• When we see service provider scores dipping below 90, we are engaging with
them in order to help remedy the situation before further deductions occur
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Improvement Plan
Plan has a start and end date (60 days to complete)

1) Identification and resolution of technical or programmatic issues with service
providers

2) Resolving repetitive problems or non-conformances
3) Documenting corrective actions with respect to service provider or technician
performance in the program
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Example
of the
ImprovementPlan
Plan
Example
of Improvement
Process Steps:

• Service provider meets with Field

Manager
• Identify and agree on:
• Performance issues
• Cause(s)
• Steps for improvement
• Service provider and Field Manager
sign-off:
• Plan start date
• Verification of effective
implementation
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Scoring
Tool
Template
Summary
Scoring Tool Template - Summary
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Customer Satisfaction Questions from PIV
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General Section
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Technical Section
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Example 1
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Example
Example 22
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Appendix P: photo documentation guide
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Appendix Q – service provider score card
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Efficiency Works Retrofit FAQ
This document outlines minor changes and updates to the Efficiency Works Retrofit Service
Provider Participant Guide as well as updates to program standards and other program
clarifications for which there seemed to be a need.
Name change in 2020
In September 2020, the Efficiency Works team rebranded the entire Platte River Power Authority
(PRPA) residential portfolio to “Homes”. As a result, this program was renamed the Retrofit
Program as it accurately describes its purpose. There is also an Assessment program but that is
not referred to as this guide is focusing on the Retrofit portion.
New insurance requirements
Beginning Feb 1st, 2021, all Service Providers in the program will be required to have a current
insurance form on file to be eligible for rebates for customers. A series of notifications will be sent
out prior to the expiration as an effort to help the service provider avoid a gap in coverage.

Note special conditions that exist as follows
•

Estes Park rebates are only available to electrically heated homes. However, homes
with electric, natural gas, or propane heating may receive an audit at the discounted
$60 price.

Photo-documentation requirements
• Windows
o This can be as simple as taking a picture with your phone during the installation
process. We are not expecting a photo of each window - however, we will need to
see enough proof to verify the install method and to easily be able to identify the
home from the photo.

•

o

The intent of the photo requirement for window installations is to capture the
moment when the wall has been opened up for a full-frame install to verify that it
has occurred. If the home’s circumstances will not allow a full-frame installation,
we still want you to take the photo as it will prove why you didn’t do a full-frame
install.

o

The online rebate application requires that window images be uploaded for the
upgrade to be eligible for rebates

Insulation and air sealing (started in 2019)
• All measures need before and after photos to meet this requirement. The Photo
documentation guide has been provided to all service providers to help identify what
photos should be taken for each measure. (See Appendix P) Please contact the
program manager if you have any questions on how to meet this requirement.
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MIVs and PIVs (Mentoring-In-Field-Verification and Post Improvement Verification)
• We attempt to perform Post-Inspection-Verifications (PIVs) on 10% of the work in the
program. Depending on how much work you are doing will influence how often we look at
your work. If a PIV is performed and corrections are needed – you will receive a Correction
Notice with a summary of what is wrong with photos. If you receive one of these feel free
to give the Program a call to discuss any questions that you may have. You are required
to go back and fix anything that was not up to the program specifications. You are required
to take photos of the completed fix and send that back into the quality control person who
completed the PIV.
•

We need to do at least 1 MIV with all contractors. We will do multiple MIVs
where contractors need additional direction or assistance. If you have not had
an MIV with Scott Suddreth, you need to request one. Contact John Fassler directly at

Jfas100@gmail.com or 970-691-9671.

From the Service Provider Agreement:
• “Service Providers shall be responsible for taking any and or all corrective action, at its
sole expense, to remedy work that is determined to be noncompliant with the program
standards outlined in the Contractor Participation Guide. Any failure of the EESP resulting
in a serious health or safety issue must be remedied immediately by the EESP at the
EESP’s expense. Any other failure to comply with other program requirements must be
remedied within five (5) business days of notification to the Service Provider, or at the
homeowner’s convenience.”
Service provider rules review
• Communication and required timeframes
o To be eligible to receive referrals and be on “Enrolled Status”, a service provider
must have no greater than a two (2) week lead time for scheduling initial customer
estimate meetings.
o

Service provider must contact the customer to schedule an estimate meeting within
two business days (48 hours) of receiving the customer referral email.

o

Decision not to bid: If a provider receives a customer referral email and the service
provider does not wish to bid the project, the provider must notify the advisor within
one business day (24hours) of receiving the customer referral email

o

Following an on-site estimate meeting, service providers must provide a written
estimate to the customer within five business days of the visit to the customer’s
house

o

Decision not to bid after visit: If a service provider visits a home for an estimate
meeting and determines that they do not wish to bid the project, the service
provider must notify the advisor within one business day (24 hours) of the visit to
the customer’s house
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o

Service providers must respond to requests for information from the program
administrators within two (2) business days.

o

Service providers must respond to requests for information from homeowners
within three (3) business days.

o

The rebate application and all supporting documentation are due within two (2)
weeks of completing the upgrade project.

o

The CAZ and blower door test out should be completed on the last day of the
project so that a home is not left in a potentially dangerous condition.

Review – Rules for suspension
• Temporary suspension (for 1 year) from the participating service provider list
can result from two (2) strikes resulting from any of the following:
o Repeated failure to meet program standards.
o

One or more field inspection failures in especially egregious circumstances or if a
serious health/safety issue is created.

o

Repeated customer complaints related to customer service and professionalism.

o

Failure to address homeowner complaints.

o

Failure to respond in a timely manner to requests for information from Efficiency
Works retrofit program personnel (two (2) business days)

o

Failure to respond in a timely manner to requests for information from
Homeowners (three (3) business days)

o

Repeated failure to submit paperwork within the outlined timeframes

o

Repeated failure to meet the bid request response times

Combustion safety testing (CST)
• We have a cheat sheet that outlines the CST requirements in general as well as different
configurations that might have exceptions. (Appendix B in the Guide).
o If spillage fails under natural conditions on any appliance, Efficiency Works will not
pay rebates until that situation has been corrected or a new appliance has been
installed. The homeowner is warned about this in the Statement of Understanding
that they sign.
o

For CAZ failures under worst case conditions. The service provider must council
the homeowner on possible remedies and get Appendix F signed.

o

For CAZ failures under natural conditions. The service provider must council the
homeowner on possible remedies and refer them to a list of participating HVAC
contractors for further diagnostics and solutions. The homeowner must sign App
F.
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o

Rebates will not be awarded to homes that have natural conditions CAZ failures
at test out until those failures are remedied. Contact the program manager if you
have questions.

o

Appendix F must be filled out on all jobs – electric or gas. This is now part of
the online rebate application process.
 If the CAZ test is performed and either the Worst Case or Natural
Conditions fails the spillage test – then you must check the appropriate
boxes on the front of the form and have the customer sign it.


If the CAZ test is performed and Worst Case spillage does NOT fail – then
the technician signs but the homeowner does NOT have to.

Clarifications of EW standards
Attic insulation
• If there are ducts in the attic, they require R8 insulation. If they are fully buried in insulation,
this is acceptable, but there must be at least 2.5" on top. Return plenum boxes often have
to be wrapped with duct insulation.
•

Duct issues that are called out in the audit must be repaired (e.g. disconnected ducts).
While duct sealing is not required, you do have to reconnect any disconnected attic ducts
as identified in audit report.

•

If an attic has a classic whole house fan (without insulated and sealing dampers, it must
have a sealed, insulated cover in order for an attic insulation upgrade to be eligible for an
attic insulation rebate. Interior applied magnetic and velcro covers are acceptable. Please
do as good a job with this as possible as the product is flimsy and can look terrible if not
installed perfectly! www.batticdoor.com

•

If blowing cellulose over fiberglass, an additional 2” of insulation must be added to account
for compression of the fiberglass underneath.

•

Insulation dams are required at all ceiling level transitions (including tops of knee-walls),
around whole house fans, and attic entrances.

•

We added language in the flat attic section that clarifies That the attic hatch shall be
functional. That is, the hatch must be removable either to the attic above, or to the house
down below. If the R-value must be compromised somewhat to allow for this, that is
acceptable.

•

We added language to the flat attic section to clarify that the insulation dam around the
attic access shall be strong enough to support the weight of a 200# adult. This means that
the dam must be reinforced with 2x2 or heavier supports along the top.
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Attic knee-walls
• To be rebate-eligible, knee-walls and skylight shafts must have the cavity filled and then
a minimum of R11 on the outside of the framing to provide a thermal break.
Foundation walls
• Foundation wall and rim insulation must be R15 minimum.
•

Field stone foundations require closed cell spray foam.

Conditioned crawlspace
• All 3 elements of crawl must be complete to get rebate (Rim Joist, Foundation Wall, and
Sealed Vapor Barrier). It’s ok if one or more elements are already in place, but those
elements have to be up to program standards to be eligible for rebates.
•

Cannot house an atmospherically vented appliance in a closed crawl assembly without
providing sufficient combustion air per 2009 IRC section G2407. This will involve a duct
running over to the unit vs. just a hole in the foundation wall.

Garage ceilings and cantilevers
• Inside ends of joist space must be blocked and air sealed. This should be done with a rigid
block or a burlap bag filled with insulation.
•

This is a change from the original standards. To properly dense pack this location you
need a proper backstop. If blocking is not present – then that shall be added to prep the
area for the dense packed insulation.

•

Make sure to check for supplies and returns over garage to avoid filling them with
insulation “Floor cavities used as a return air duct must have the header block or pan
sealed prior to insulation installation.”

•

Drywall must be removed if water pipes are in the bottom ½ of the floor cavity. It must be
replaced with 5/8” type X gypsum (this surface is a firewall).

•

Underside of pipes must be netted (Tyvek) so that the pipes are not isolated from the
warm house. Insulation is only blown under the net.

Whole house fan
• Whole house fans require adequate attic ventilation per the manufacturer’s specifications.
You are confirming that you have provided adequate ventilation when you apply for
rebates. Estimating the existing attic ventilation can be challenging so we wanted to offer
resource to help with that.
o The website for AirScape fans has a very easy-to-use calculator where you input
the number and sizes of different vents, and it calculates the total Net Free
Area(NFA). http://www.airscapefans.com/system-builder/attic-vent.php
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